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ABSTRACT
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Doctor of Philosophy

by Chris Baker

The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is becoming ever more common by people
or organisations who wish to get information about an area quickly and without a human
presence. As a result, there has been a concerted effort to develop systems that allow the
deployment of UAVs in disaster scenarios, in order to aid first responders with collecting
imagery and other sensory data without putting human lives at risk. In particular,
work has focused on developing autonomous systems to minimise the involvement of
overstretched first responder personnel, and to ensure action can be taken by the UAVs
quickly, co-operatively, and with close to optimal results. Key to this work, is the idea
of enabling coordinated UAVs to explore a disaster space to discover incidents and then
to allow more detailed examination, imagery, or sensing of these locations.

Consequently, in this thesis we examine the challenge of coordinating exploratory and
task-responsive UAVs in the presence of prior (but uncertain) beliefs about incident
locations, and the combination of their roles together. To do this, we first identify the
key components of such a system as: path planning, task allocation, and using belief data
for predictive UAV placement. Subsequently, we introduce our contributions in the form
of a complete, decentralised system for a single explorative path planner to minimise the
time to identify incidents, to allocate incidents to UAVs as tasks, and to place UAVs
prior to new tasks being found.

Having demonstrated the efficacy of this solution in experimental scenarios, we extend
the formulation of our explorative path-planning problem to multiple UAVs by construct-
ing a coordinated, factored Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm for use in a discretised-
space representation of a disaster area. Subsequently, we detail the performance of our
new algorithm against uncoordinated alternatives using real data from the 2010 Haiti
earthquake. We demonstrate the performance benefits of our method via the metric of
people discovered in the simulation; showing improvements of up to 23% in cases with
ten UAVs. This is the first application of this technique to very large action spaces of
the type encountered in realistic disaster scenarios.
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Finally, we modify our coordinated exploration algorithm to function in a continuous
action space. This represents the first example of a continuous factored coordinated
Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm. We evaluated this algorithm on the same Haiti
dataset as the discretised version, but with a new sensor model simulating mobile phone
signal detection to represent the types of sensors deployed by first responders. In addition
to the benefits of a more realistic model of the environment, we found improvements in
survivor localisation times of up to 20% over the discrete algorithm; demonstrating the
value in our approach.

As such, the contributions presented in this thesis advance the state of the art in
UAV coordination algorithms, and represent a progression towards the widespread de-
ployment of autonomous platforms that can aid rescue workers in disaster situations
and—ultimately—save lives.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The scene of a disaster, be it man-made or natural, is frequently one of damaged build-
ings, trapped victims, environmental hazards, and first responders attempting to negoti-
ate the environment to help and rescue survivors. For these workers to perform their jobs
expediently and as safely as possible, prompt information and sensing data of the area
is essential for finding victims and safely navigating to their location. However, existing
information from maps may be outdated or not reflect the situation on the ground after
large scale geological disasters such as earthquakes or tsunamis. For example, during
2010 a magnitude 7.3 earthquake struck Haiti near the capital, Port-Au-Prince, which
caused widespread destruction over thirty kilometres from the epicentre and resulted in
the destruction or damage of over three hundred thousand homes; the death or injury of
over five hundred and twenty thousand people; and around one point three million dis-
placed persons needing temporary shelter (Government of the Republic of Haiti, 2014).
More recently an earthquake in Japan in 2011 triggered a devastating tsunami along
the country’s East coast; killing around sixteen thousand people and causing between
$14-35billion in damage (Kazama and Noda, 2012; NOAA, 2011). The 2015 7.8 mag-
nitude earthquake in Nepal presented additional challenges to first responders and aid
workers: the mountainous country has some communities and areas that are extremely
isolated. As a result, it proved extremely difficult to identify the extent of damage to in-
frastructure and buildings, and to ascertain the needs of survivors (USAID, 2015). Even
six months after the initial quake, areas of the country were still largely inaccessible,
and over half a million people were without permanent shelter and facing acute food
shortages (UNICEF, 2015).

With disasters of this scale—and with the resultant mass destruction of buildings and
infrastructure—maintaining situational awareness of the scene of a disaster becomes
important and challenging (Fowler, 2016). As such, there remains a vital need for ongoing
sensing and imagery (for example mobile phone signal data, or thermal imagery) in real-
time (Ehrlich et al., 2010; Fowler, 2016; OCHA, 2014; Harvard Humanitarian Initiative,
2011) as well as explorative efforts to actively seek out areas that require the attention

1
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of emergency response workers. Currently, any thorough exploration of damaged areas is
often carried out by personnel on the ground, introducing a safety risk to these workers
and further draining the manpower that is vital to ensuring relief work is carried out
properly. For example, during the World Trade Center attack in 2001, numerous members
of the fire department were killed while searching for survivors as the towers collapsed
(McKinsey & Company, 2004), and reports show that—even after disaster response has
ceased—first responders can suffer from mental health difficulties following the event
(Benedek et al., 2007; van der Velden et al., 2012).

Against this background, manned aircraft—namely planes and helicopters—have been
used to increase the situational awareness of emergency services on the ground by provid-
ing prompt information where it is required over a larger area (for instance over a city,
region, or entire country) or on a larger scale (e.g. high altitude imagery or extensive
quantities of data). However, manned vehicles such as these are high-maintenance and
not easy to deploy en-masse; especially as they require at least two operators: one to fly
the aircraft and one to capture the imagery and communicate with those on the ground
(Barnes et al., 2000; Cummings, 2013; Derbyshire Constabulary, 2013). Furthermore,
such aircraft are very expensive to both procure and maintain and, although more man-
oeuvrable than fixed-wing planes, even helicopters are limited in their agility and ability
to perform detailed exploration in cluttered environments. Thus, work is continually
being undertaken to reduce the required manpower in disaster response, reduce the risk
to the responders in the disaster area and improve information gathering about the area
itself.

In the subsections that follow, we discuss possible solutions to these problems using
unmanned vehicles, and the challenges faced in this research area (Section 1.1). We then
go on to outline our contributions to the field: specifically in the form of a combination
of three algorithms allowing for coordinated exploration, task allocation, and predictive
placement of unmanned vehicles (Section 1.2). Finally we outline the structure of the
rest of this thesis in Section 1.3.

1.1 Autonomous Vehicles in Disaster Response

Because of the problems and risks outlined above, disaster response work is increasingly
being aided by unmanned robotic vehicles: either Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs). These provide a number of advantages and safety
guarantees to those in the area: they are highly mobile and agile, are often cheap to
purchase and deploy, and ensure operators are less exposed to the dangers of being in
a disaster area (Adams et al., 2010; Measure, 2015; Tadokoro, 2009). For these reasons,
unmanned vehicles are being actively encouraged in disaster response, seeing deploy-
ment following disasters like Hurricane Katrina and the 2010 Haiti earthquake, where
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UAVs provided valuable post-disaster imagery (Adams and Friedland, 2012); and the
2011 Japan earthquake, where different UAVs provided thermal imaging and radiation
sensing around the damaged nuclear plant at Fukushima (Murphy, 2012). Moreover,
governments continue to encourage unmanned vehicle deployment through schemes such
as the US DARPA programme offering financial incentives for UGV development in
aiding first responders (US-Government, 2012), and the UK government’s funding of
UAV disaster response through the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC) (EPSRC, 2016; Orchid Project, 2014) and the ongoing Highly Innovative Tech-
nology Enablers in Aerospace (HITEA) programme (Innovate UK Technology Strategy
Board, 2015).

The effectiveness of deploying UAVs can be seen in several case studies. For example,
after the Haiti earthquake where a private company used a manually controlled drone to
perform aerial imagery over an orphanage and determined that it was structurally sound
(VT-Group, 2011). This work ensured emergency services were not required to perform
a ground survey of the remote location and helped ensure resources were used more
effectively where they were needed most. UAVs have assisted in assessing earthquake
damage to buildings in Bologna (Italy) (Fernandez Galarreta et al., 2015), and Japan
(following the 2011 Tohoku quake) (Yamazaki et al., 2015): this latter work focussing on
using visual data collected by UAVs to construct three dimensional models of damaged
structures to benefit the situational awareness and safety of rescue workers. The authors
apply the same principles to data from the 2015 Gorkha earthquake in Nepal; a disaster
where the aid response benefitted greatly from UAV imagery because of the remote and
inhospitable mountainous locations (Brando et al., 2015; Yamazaki et al., 2016).

Although providing many advantages over manned flight, the operation of unmanned
vehicles still requires significant user input. Typically, at least two people are required
to operate a single vehicle: one to undertake full time piloting duties and another to ex-
amine the data feed from the onboard cameras or sensors (Cummings et al., 2009; Dixon
et al., 2005; The IAFC Board of Directors, 2014). With this in mind, a report following
the attacks of September 11th 2001 by Casper and Murphy (2003) recommends an ideal
1:1 robot to operator ratio, resulting in an increase in available free manpower. To help
achieve (and indeed go beyond) this ratio, systems that are increasingly independent via
autonomy—specifically, those capable of independent action and decision making—are
required (Murphy, 2011). In particular, autonomy is an important concept in consid-
ering robotic systems for disaster relief, since it allows robots to be more self-reliant
and less dependent on human intervention in decision making. The decisions the robots
make could have a direct impact on saving lives. Relying on a human first responder
to intervene in these decisions reduces some of the advantages of having a robot asset
in the first instance, since it prevents that responder from being able to perform other
important life-saving roles in the disaster area. Consequently, computer scientists have
long been attempting to reduce the burden on operators and allow them to focus on
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the vital ground work of disaster relief while aiding them in coordination and planning
(Casper and Murphy, 2003; Murphy, 2012; Ramchurn et al., 2010). A further consider-
ation, is that in a disaster relief scenario the first responders rely on working in teams
to maximise their efficacy (in attending situations) and resources. For similar reasons,
it is important that UAVs or UGVs do so as well; with teams of vehicles complementing
each other to operate more effectively (Macarthur et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2004). For
example, teams of UAVs with similar sensors can co-operate to reduce uncertainty in
measurements; whereas teams with different sensors can compliment each-other to build
up more cohesive information about a scenario (Ollero et al., 2006). Consequently, it
is therefore essential that a system demonstrating autonomy must also allow for com-
munication and co-operative team work to be carried out. In particular, this may be
achieved by modelling UAVs and UGVs as autonomous computational agents.

Here, an agent is defined as an autonomous actor (such as a computer system, robot,
or human) in some environment which must carry out autonomous actions to affect the
environment (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995), in order to meet its design objectives
(Wooldridge, 2008). Moreover, in many circumstances this may require an agent to
choose actions in the context of a multi-agent system with co-operating teams of agents,
or self-interested agents in competition with each other. Multi-agent systems have been
used to model UAVs in disaster response because of the clear mapping of UAVs to agents
working in a collaborative team with some common goal (Hu et al., 2012; Sawhney et al.,
2009; Scerri et al., 2005) (see Chapter 2 for more detail).

In particular, there are two well studied areas in the robotic-agent field, which are partic-
ularly important in disaster response, because they represent the key actions that must
be taken to both gather and exploit information about the situation on the ground.
These are the areas we focus on in our contributions:

Explorative Path Planning: This describes the generation of paths for a robot to
follow through an environment. In our context, this refers to the exploration of
the disaster area via informative paths, in order to discover incidents that need
attending or people in need of assistance. Currently, the state of the art for UAV
path planning algorithms focuses on three main areas:

• Target tracking for surveillance (Bernardini et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2014;
Kolling and Kleiner, 2013): although these techniques are related to the ex-
ploration of a disaster space, they are designed to find a known number of
targets that are in motion, rather than an unknown number of survivors dis-
tributed over an area.

• Trying to reach a set goal location (or state) (Chen et al., 2014; Desaraju and
How, 2011; Durkota and Komenda, 2013; Guitton et al., 2009; Kothari et al.,
2009; Levine et al., 2012).
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• Exploring an area for the purposes of mapping the environment or minimising
sensing uncertainty (Luotsinen et al., 2004; Sawhney et al., 2009; Singh et al.,
2009; Sujit and Beard, 2009; Yang et al., 2013).

Instead, works such as Pineau and Gordon (2005) and Scerri et al. (2008) describe
an explorative path planning algorithm which uses prior knowledge to inform a
path to track a target or explore an environment. In contrast to the other ap-
proaches, this algorithm tackles path planning without a specific goal position in
mind or a particular state at which to cease path generation (such as in the naïve
exploration case, when the environment is fully revealed). Our work builds on these
approaches by first showing the benefits of combining exploration with task alloc-
ation, detailed below. Secondly, we show an implementation for exploring a search
space by coordinating the decisions made between multiple UAVs in planning their
trajectories (co-operative exploration). Finally we extend the coordinated explor-
ation algorithm to a domain with a continuous action space to sample and show
that paths can be successfully coordinated in this way. Furthermore, making the
model (and the algorithm) more realistic in this way delivers performance benefits
over approaches where the problem is decomposed into discrete spaces.

Task Allocation: This describes the process of assigning tasks to a set of agents, with
specific constraints. Specifically in our work, this encompasses the assignment of
UAVs to discovered incidents, in order to return information– such as imagery or
casualty data– to the first responders at the scene. Task allocation algorithms
provide increasingly robust solutions to the problem of distributing tasks among
agents according to specific constraints on their ability to complete tasks (such as
time or battery restrictions), on their knowledge of the tasks’ existence, and in
order to minimise (maximise) some overall cost (utility) such as the time taken for
task completion (Alighanbari et al., 2006; Delle Fave et al., 2012a; Ramchurn et al.,
2010; Scerri et al., 2005). Typically these tasks are set by first responders, but in
this thesis we will explore tasks being set by other autonomous agents—that is,
other UAVs—to further reduce operator requirements.

The combination of explorative path planning and task allocation is important in provid-
ing a complete framework for deploying UAVs in a disaster response environment. As
mentioned above, the two areas together represent the fundamental components of find-
ing and dealing with incidents requiring imagery or other sensing. To this end, some
work has been done which begins to address this problem. Specifically, Bellingham et al.
(2001) detail a combination of path planning and task allocation by considering the
problem of path planning as a component of reaching designated tasks in a situation
where not all UAVs are capable of completing all tasks. In more detail, they focus on the
problem of finding paths to enable UAVs to reach particular task locations, through an
environment filled with obstacles that must be avoided. As such, although superficially
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Northrop Grumman
RQ-4 Global Hawk

PrecisionHawk
Lancaster-5

DJI Spreading Wings
S900

Speed: 570km/h 79km/h (max) 57km/h (max)

Weight: 14,628kg
(max) 3.55kg (max) Approx. 6.8kg

Flight
time:

34+ hours 45 minutes 18 minutes

Cost: $222.7
million Approx. $25,0001 Approx. $3,7001

Figure 1.1: Example of three UAVs with very different abilities and specifications,
that have been used in disaster response operations (Da-Jiang Innovations Science and
Technology Co., 2014; United States Government Accountability Office, 2013; Preci-

sionHawk, 2016; US Air Force, 2014).

a fusion of the two different areas, the path planning element merely exists to facilitate
the completion of tasks rather than as separate process for exploration.

We believe that existing work such as the example above has yet to address a funda-
mental property of unifying exploration and task allocation: namely that the two areas
are suited to different platforms. Explorative path planning requires quick coverage of
large areas and is best suited to faster UAVs with an extended operating range; re-
sponding to task allocation requires extended placement over a certain location to relay
images to first responders, best suited to rotary UAVs which are capable of hovering at
a location—possibly at low altitude—to obtain more detailed imagery. Fittingly, there
are very distinct classes of UAV available: from large scale, high payload, long range
and long endurance fixed wing drones of the type frequently used in military operations,
to smaller, cheaper rotor-based UAVs with more dynamic flight control and loitering
ability. This distinction is clearly shown in Figure 1.1, which compares a US military
fixed-wing UAV, a smaller commercially available fixed wing UAV, and a commercially
available rotor vehicle. All of these disparate vehicles have been used in disaster relief
work (Adams and Friedland, 2012; Da-Jiang Innovations Science and Technology Co.,
2014; Murphy et al., 2015); indeed, increased use of UAVs in disaster response will neces-
sarily result in cases where heterogeneous groups of vehicles will need to work together
for common goals. As a result, we seek to create the framework of a set of algorithms
that is required to deploy systems of heterogeneous UAV platforms; taking the abilities
of different types of UAV and using them as effectively as possible. Specifically, we seek
to develop algorithms to control and coordinate UAVs of differing types to effectively
perform exploration of a space and execution of discrete tasks.

1The price is dependent on chosen options and attachments.
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As well as using UAVs to gather information about a disaster area, the pervasiveness
of mobile communication equipment has allowed for crowd-sourcing to become useful
in delivering knowledge of incidents or emergencies to first responders, subject to the
reliability of the sources, uncertainty in locations, and availability of communication
networks. Two examples of such work are the Ushahidi platform, which uses submitted
emails and SMS messages to construct a map of incident locations and was implemented
in the Haiti earthquake of 2010 (Morrow et al., 2011); and the Crisis Mappers group,
a collaborative network of volunteers who use mobile and web applications to collate
and map information received during a disaster (Crisis Mappers, 2013). There is a
growing body of work focussing on the accuracy (or otherwise) of information obtained
via crowd-sourcing (Mathibela et al., 2012; Venanzi, 2014; Venanzi et al., 2015); for
our purposes, we are content to assume that the information is accurate, and gives a
satisfactory indication of the situation on the ground.2 Henceforth, data distributed
over a disaster area reflecting the likelihood of some ground-truth (for instance danger,
incidents, people etc.) located in the space will be referred to as belief maps (in line
with the terminology used in Bry and Roy (2011); Gan et al. (2012); Waharte et al.
(2009) and others). These can be envisaged as contour maps over a search space; we
assume it has the characteristics of mapping spatial locations onto some function that
represents numerical data, which may or may not be normalised (some examples are
shown in Figure 1.2).

Belief maps are one example of the types of data used to construct paths through an
environment. In general, for path-planning to be non-trivial one expects the paths to
be planned based on some external information from sensors, or beliefs about the en-
vironment. Nonetheless, even with prior information about an environment there are
specific challenges of planning trajectories: notably the large number of actions available
to UAVs (the so-called action space) that must be considered during the planning of
paths (Huang and Gupta, 2008). This can quickly lead to solutions that are computa-
tionally intractable to calculate, if the number of possible states or actions to be planned
over are excessive.

In light of these challenges, in our contributions we consider specific synergies between
belief maps showing perceived danger to human life (namely a numerical representation of
the likely death rate of persons in a given area in unit time), and probability distributions
of the population of the disaster environment. This allows us to focus the exploration
and path planning of UAVs on the largest expected number of people, in the highest
expected amount of danger—for instance the expected rate of fatalities due to structural
damage to buildings or from the spread of radiation—as the highest priority for visits by
UAVs. The motivation here, is that once emergency responders are aware of the location
of casualties they can ensure faster rescue efforts, and greatly increase their chance of
survival (Macintyre et al., 2011). We illustrate this combination of beliefs in Figure 1.3.

2We discuss the implications of this briefly in Section 3.1.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of belief maps, clockwise from top left: a simple belief map
used in a target tracking problem, darker areas indicating high belief and diamond
showing true position (Makarenko and Durrant-Whyte, 2006); map of building damage
over the capital of Haiti, Port-au-Prince generated from crowd reports following the
2010 earthquake there (Ush, 2015); projected map of the extent of toxic mud spillage

in 2010 near the town of Ajka, Hungary (Police of Hungary, 2010).

Furthermore, we examine and note contributions in the field of explorative path plan-
ning that enable us to develop algorithms concerned with multiple high-level explorative
agents capable of coordinating their actions in explorative path planning, by utilising
this belief map data. We note that some work exists on coordinating UAVs with no a
priori belief information (Yang et al., 2004) or synchronising arrival times between mul-
tiple travelling UAVs (Mishra et al., 2014). Nonetheless there remain several challenges
to coordinating the exploration of multiple UAVs where belief data is present, in order to
minimise casualties in a disaster scenario; for instance dealing with the large communic-
ations overheads of sharing information between UAVs (Waharte and Trigoni, 2010) and
the complexity of the large action-space available with a team of vehicles (Ceccarelli et al.,
2009). To address these challenges, we consider a Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm as
a suitable candidate for the exploration component of our solution (see Section 2.3.4.1)
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Figure 1.3: Example of belief map construction and UAV path planning from inform-
ation on expected population distribution and the danger to those people.

given its established history in path planning (Cameron et al., 2010; Otte, 2011; Powley
et al., 2012; Zaera et al., 2001) and the ability to easily factor in coordination at the
stage where the algorithm simulates—in a step-wise manner—a predicted path through
the disaster space.

Additionally, to further exploit the potential for UAVs to perform operations without
human intervention, we considered the usefulness of belief maps for the predictive place-
ment of UAVs in a disaster space to anticipate the location of discovered incidents to be
attended, to reduce future travel time to incidents. Such work has not been attempted
before in this specific context, but lessons can be drawn on from numerous fields dealing
with geometric problems of structure (Nilges et al., 1988; Wille and Vennik, 1985a,b) and
on sensor placement (Baras and Tan, 2004; Lin and Chiu, 2005; Raissi-Dehkordi et al.,
2004; Salapaka et al., 2003). We do this, while bearing in mind the desired outcomes
of our particular scenario: ensuring UAVs are placed to reduce travel time to the likely
location of incidents.

In summary, this works seeks to develop and investigate UAV coordination algorithms
that fulfil the following criteria:
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1. The algorithms should ensure the abilities of UAVs are fully exploited. Specifically
the fact that some vehicles are more suitable for loitering and long–time imaging,
and that others are in general quicker and better at covering ground must be
considered.

2. Within this context, discovered incidents should be allocated as tasks to a team
of task-performing UAVs that must attend them as quickly as possible. Based on
the belief maps, pre-placement of the imaging UAVs should take place to reduce
response times. Exploratory UAVs should be informed by available belief maps,
and should use this data to construct exploratory paths in order to best locate
these incidents.

3. We require that we develop further exploration algorithms to account for multiple
exploratory (sensor equipped) UAVs; requiring coordinated path planning across
the belief data available.

Additionally, the work should fulfil the following research requirements that function as
constraints on the implementation of the algorithms outlined above:

R1: Decentralised Autonomy The agents should act autonomously; that is each
agent should be responsible for its own actions. This also encompasses the
requirement that the system be decentralised, in order to remove a central
point of failure for the system. This is particularly important for disaster
situations where unreliable infrastructure and scarce supplies means lost re-
sources cannot necessarily be replaced.

R2: Coordination Agents must act co-operatively to coordinate their actions as a
team in order to maximise their performance: specifically in exploring and
attending incidents as quickly as possible. Therefore, algorithms must focus
on achieving a global objective rather than the myopic goals for each agent.

R3: Scalability The work should be scalable, and not face intractable overheads for
communication and calculation with increased team size (up to tens or hun-
dreds of agents, in order that the algorithms remain applicable in future dis-
asters when UAV deployment is common).

1.2 Research Contributions

In the context of the advantages and goals described above, the contributions of the work
described in this thesis are as follows:
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1. We present a set of algorithms for both the exploration of a space for incident sens-
ing and subsequent allocation of agents to discovered incidents for the purposes of
further sensing, by considering heterogeneous UAVs in the roles of a path-following
explorer and an incident responder. This holistic approach meets criteria 1 and 2
above. Criterion 2 has been met by developing a new prior placement algorithm
to move UAVs towards areas where there is believed to be incidents, before assign-
ment takes place. This reduces the time between incident discovery and imagery
being returned to ground crews.

2. Following our work on the creation of a joint path-planning and task-allocation
paradigm, we present the first application of a factored Monte Carlo Tree Search
planner to a UAV exploration problem: also representing the first time this type of
planner has been used in a very large state space (⇠ 10

20 states). We use this for
co-operative path planning by coordinating the planning of multiple exploratory
UAVs in a discretised action and state space environment. Specifically this merges
the system Criterion 3 calling for multiple exploratory UAVs, with Requirements
R2 and R1 necessitating coordination and decentralised autonomy. We published
these results in Baker et al. (2016a).

3. Finally, we remove the assumption of a discretised exploration space, and present
the first continuous factored path planning algorithm, which we use for coordination.
As well as meeting Criterion 2, Requirement R2, and Requirement R1; a continuous
approach improves performance over the discrete case, as well as better meeting
Criterion 2 since it no longer requires discretisation of the belief data available. We
published these results in Baker et al. (2016b).

All work has been carried out in simulations, primarily because of regulatory difficulties
fielding autonomous UAVs outside of governmental work. These contributions represent
a highly beneficial approach to deploying UAVs in disaster response scenarios by reducing
the burden on first responders, and increasing awareness of the environment by providing
important sensory information about a disaster area.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The structure of the remainder of the thesis is as follows:

• In Chapter 2, we outline related work and literature, with a focus on the research
areas and goals addressed by Section 1.1.

• Chapter 3 explores the contributions outlined in Section 1.2 in detail for a combined
predictive placement, path planning and task allocation mechanism. In particular,
we detail the algorithms developed; together with an empirical evaluation of the
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performance of these mechanisms against various benchmarks. We show that the
set of algorithms we have used perform at a minimum 25% better than other
combinations of exploration, task allocation, and prior placement methods.

• Chapter 4 expands on the exploration problem introduced in the previous chapter
to describe a mechanism for coordinated UAV exploration in order to coordinate
multiple explorative agents in the search space.

• Chapter 5 introduces a new environment model to account for a more realistic
sensor scenario, and removes the assumption of a discretised exploration space
with a new continuous-space coordinated exploration algorithm. This introduces
performance benefits over the discrete case of up to 20%, as well as reducing the
burden on first responders of having to process data into a discrete cellular form
before planning occurs.

• Finally Chapter 6 summarises the thesis and highlights areas of future work.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we review the literature associated with the three main processes re-
quired in the execution of the criteria detailed in Section 1.1; namely path planning,
task allocation and prior placement of UAVs. We highlight previous work undertaken
in each area and applications relevant to our research goals, as well as any limitations
or shortcomings that might make an approach unsuitable, or otherwise fail to meet the
research goals (listed in Section 1.2).

2.1 Task Allocation

Task allocation is the process of distributing a series of tasks among multiple agents to
maximise some overall utility function, which defines the relative value of one possible
solution over another. The nature of a “task” is specific to each real-world situation, as
is the utility being maximised. In the context of disaster relief, tasks typically involve
returning imagery or sensory data from a specific location at the request of emergency
workers; with the utility being a function of quantitative values relevant to the perform-
ance of the UAVs. Battery life, distance to target, and priority of the task are typical
components of such a function; functioning as constraints: that is, limits on the perform-
ance of the UAVs. In what follows, we will consider each method against its ability to
reduce the total time for task attendance, while also considering the other requirements
from Section 1.1: namely decentralisation and scalability. We note briefly, that accord-
ing to the nomenclature introduced in Gerkey and Mataric (2004), we will specifically
consider task allocation problems that are single task (one task per agent) single robot
(one agent per task) instantaneous assignment (assignment is carried out immediately
and we do not explicitly consider reallocation): this is outlined in depth in Section 3.1
in the following chapter.

While work has been done towards task allocation algorithms using centralised meth-
ods such as integer programming (Richard, 1982) and simulated annealing (Attiya and

13
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Hamam, 2006), we will here focus on methods that are explicitly tailored to decentralised
approaches in keeping with Requirement R1. These represent the current state of the
art in this field: auction based algorithms, negotiation algorithms, and algorithms that
solve a formulation known as decentralised optimisation problems.

2.1.1 Negotiation-Based Task Allocation

Negotiation-based methods use a message passing framework between agents to allow
them to negotiate to reach an agreed plan, and as such, fit into the broad category of
planning algorithms. Planning algorithms can function as task allocation methods with
correct treatment: namely assuming a specific plan corresponds to a specific assignment
of agents to tasks. In this context, negotiation-based plan selection describes a method of
planning based on negotiation between agents via a propose-and-accept message passing
framework, introduced in a paper by Sujit et al. (2006), and expanded on in works such
as Settembre et al. (2008), Binetti et al. (2013), Goldingay and van Mourik (2013),
Liekna et al. (2012) and Kong et al. (2014). The goal of these systems is to provide
a decentralised method of choosing a plan to maximise team utility, through allowing
agents to converge on plans by sharing only the information necessary to justify their
decisions. The environment is regarded as being in one of a series of different situations,
each of which maps to a corresponding specific, desirable plan from a list of available
plans. Since the exact situation of the environment is only known within a degree of
certainty, the planner must balance selecting more effective specific plans for specific
situations, or more general plans that carry a lower penalty if the environment does not
exactly match the sensory data.

A broad overview of negotiation allocation is as follows. Robots initially select a plan
which, according to their local information, maximises expected reward for the team.
This is achieved using a simple decision theoretic calculation by picking a plan P from
the (globally known) set of all plans P. In order to confirm or refute that this is the
best course of action given the knowledge of other agents, a process of negotiation via
message passing occurs that allows the proposal of possible alternative plans if there
exists information to support such a course of action. The message passing protocol
proceeds as follows. When a robot receives a plan proposal from a neighbour, it checks
to see if its own observations support the plan. If they do, it increases an agreement
variable by one, indicating that another agent agrees with the proposal, and passes the
message randomly to another agent. If the robot has observations or data that contradict
the proposed plan, it changes the status of the message to challenge and returns it to the
sender along with the observations which support its disagreement. On the other hand,
if a challenge is received the robot integrates the observations included in the message
with its own, and reconsiders its choice of plan. Two outcomes are then possible. Either
the observations do not change its beliefs sufficiently to warrant a change of plan, in
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which case the message is changed back to a proposal and sent on with the supporting
evidence. Otherwise, it no longer considers its plan as the best course of action. When
the number of agents agreeing to a plan reaches a predetermined value referred to as the
TTL (time-to-live), the plan is carried out.

Our scenario can benefit from this negotiation approach; with similarities that can be
seen if one considers the distribution of tasks to be attended as a situation, with different
assignments of UAVs to different tasks as specific plans. Although we do not consider
uncertainty in task positions, future work may consider situations where agents could be
in disagreement about a plan due to incomplete local knowledge. Such situations would
benefit from a negotiation phase allowing UAVs to share only those observations that
are relevant to each agent in turn (i.e. the existence of other tasks).

Nevertheless, there are four main disadvantages from a negotiation-based method:

1. The requirement detailed in Section 1.1 calling for the system to be scalable is not
guaranteed with this approach. Specifically, this work does not exclude the prospect
of subsets of the agents agreeing on conflicting plans independently of each other.
Although Settembre et al. (2008) claim such situations have been examined in
Scerri et al. (2004), this latter work only addresses the potential conflicts arising
from overlapping subsets of agents being allocated simultaneously to the same task:
a situation not applicable to a case where agents are considered on an individual
basis.

2. The system is not robust to changes in the structure or availability of agents while
planning is underway (since the success of the algorithm depends on a prede-
termined TTL); potentially resulting in impossible or obsolete plans once imple-
mentation of the allocation has been achieved. In our context, as more tasks are
discovered reassignment may be required to maintain quality of solutions.

3. The method may incur high message overheads to reflect the large amount of
information to be conveyed (particularly the relevant supporting data required to
justify a challenge), as well as a potentially quadratic relation between messages
passed and the value of TTL (Settembre et al., 2008). Both of these undermine
the method’s usefulness when considering requirement R3 (scalability).

4. In a situation such as ours where we wish to reduce the overall time for agents
to attend tasks, this framework lacks the explicit ability to compare quantitative
information since it is presented in a high-level fashion with abstract reference to
“evidence” and “observations”, making mapping to real-world problems unclear. A
more quantitative algorithm, comparing numerical values, would allow easy inter-
agent comparison of times to attend tasks.

For these reasons, we consider negotiation unsuitable for our task allocation algorithm.
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2.1.2 Auction-Based Task Allocation

Similarly to negotiation-based approaches, auction-based task allocation uses a proposal
and acceptance framework to allow agents to allocate tasks, but with quantitative meas-
ures of allocation value considered as a vehicle for bidding to occur. Early work in this
area includes the Contract Net Protocol outlined by Smith (1980) for distributing prob-
lem solving tasks among nodes on a factor graph (each node representing an agent) via
a high-level bidding procedure. Factor graphs (as the name suggests) are graphs repres-
enting the factorisation of the objective function of a problem; typically via a bipartite
function and variable node model (Kschischang et al., 2001).

A similar approach to Contract Net has been used more recently in resource allocation
problems (Grosu and Das, 2004). These works provide a very broad approach to the
problem, and are typically unconcerned with constraints such as unreliable communic-
ations that might result in incomplete node graphs that do not connect all agents to
all other agents. The procedure is simple, and is constructed on the representation of
agents in communication with each other as nodes in an undirected factor graph. A task
is submitted by a node (representing an agent) for neighbouring nodes in the graph to
bid on its completion. This is only permitted if the agent holding the task predicts a
minimum of 10% (a heuristic chosen by the author) utility gain for the group by doing
so (and not undertaking the task itself). The task is then awarded to the highest bidder;
that is, the agent with the highest predicted individual utility for completing the task.
A variation of this is that tasks are distributed by some form of centralised base, and
coordination takes place between agents (assuming, that they are in communication)
(Johnson et al., 2016).

The main drawback of this method is the exclusion of non-local data in the bidding pro-
cess. That is, agents need not consider the actions of vehicles not directly connected to
a given bid. In contrast to other allocation algorithms, this behaviour of auction alloc-
ation is undesirable as it gives rise to situations where tasks are not allocated optimally
as bidding agents are unaware of their impact to other areas of the factor graph (i.e.
other agents). In this sense, the algorithm exhibits some characteristics of greediness,
since tasks may be allocated in the best interests of single agents or small groups of
agents, rather than the entire group as a whole. To address this, Lemaire et al. (2004)
introduced a method of sharing information about the agents’ respective workloads, via
a value called the equity coefficient. This value is negative if an agent has few tasks in
its plan compared to other neighbouring agents, and positive if it has much more work.
This can then be integrated into the utility value of an agent for task completion to
ensure it is not overloaded by tasks. A further drawback in the original method tackled
by this paper is the timing of the creation of auctions: concurrent auctions can result in
sub-optimal allocation or agents winning the bid on two mutually exclusive tasks sim-
ultaneously. Lemaire et al. deal with this by using a token-passing method. Here, only
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the agent holding a token can initiate auctions for tasks that need completing, and may
receive requests from other agents to have the token passed on. This is achieved via
random allocation weighted by the requesting agents’ equity coefficient values, ensuring
that overloaded agents are more likely to receive the token and be able to auction one of
its tasks to other agents.

In spite of the improvements outlined and in work since (such as Feo Flushing et al.
(2016); Liekna et al. (2012); Luo (2014)), auction-based task allocation still suffers some
fundamental drawbacks. For example: since in the scenarios we develop in Chapters 3
and 4 beliefs about the search environment are updated based on UAV observations, we
also consider the problem that by the time auctions have concluded, the data might be
obsolete: resulting in plans that no longer reflect the best course of action for the situation
in the environment. Additionally, work by Amador et al. (2014) concedes that even in
their particular scenario—in which their auction-based allocation algorithm outperforms
several standard benchmarks—the algorithm suffers notable shortcomings in replanning
on discovery of new tasks, or when the number of tasks was large.

Most importantly, communication overheads remain a problem, and although the work on
equity coefficients improves algorithm performance, it adds to the volume of messages
being passed, reducing the ability of the system to meet the method requirement of
scalability R3. Indeed, a review by Gerkey and Mataric (2004) concludes that for systems
with up to around 200 agents, a centralised broadcasting approach for auctioning would
incur lower communication costs than a decentralised solution (including considered
latency). However, this clearly is not a feasible approach if we wish to meet method
Requirement R1 requiring decentralisation.

In order to overcome these problems and ensure performance is not diminished in a
completely decentralised system, we now consider task allocation as an optimisation
problem to be solved among the team of agents.

2.1.3 DCOP-Based Task Allocation

It is possible to model the task allocation problem as a decentralised (or distributed)
constraint optimisation problem, or DCOP. Such problems are characterised by the pres-
ence of a group of agents controlling the value of decision variables in a system, with a
view to jointly optimising the global reward in the presence of constraints on the values
of the variables (Farinelli et al., 2010). Specifically, such problems can be represented
by graphs of variable and function nodes, with variable nodes representing the choices
available to each agent and the function nodes returning numerical values to reflect the
utility or cost to the system. If we consider an agent’s choice as being its allocation to
a task, and the functions as representing the global utility to be maximised, we have a
direct mapping to the task allocation problem we seek to solve. Given this observation,
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DCOP solutions have been widely studied with examples such as ADOPT (Modi et al.,
2003) and DPOP (Petcu and Faltings, 2007) receiving particular attention. However, as
argued by Farinelli et al. (2010), DCOP solutions suffer two main problems depending on
whether they are optimal or approximate. Optimal solutions often carry high complexity
or message overheads (e.g. ADOPT message overheads and DPOP memory complexity
both increase exponentially), while approximate solutions (such as MGM (Maheswaran
et al., 2004) and its extensions) do not carry performance guarantees. An exception
to this argument is the max-sum algorithm (Farinelli et al., 2008), which carries both
performance guarantees (in particular forms) and a design to mitigate large message
costs.

Unlike negotiation and auction based allocation, the max-sum task allocation algorithm
is designed explicitly to reduce message overheads between agents, while providing a ro-
bust and scalable framework for task utilities. This makes it particularly relevant to our
work. Max-sum can be broadly described as a decentralised message passing framework
that allows nodes to build local functions depending only on variables they control, to
maximise some global utility (Farinelli et al., 2013). Specifically, the algorithm can be
deployed over an undirected factor graph FG = {N ,E}, where N = X [ F is the set of
all variable nodes X and function nodes F ; and E is a set of edges joining variables to
functions and vice versa (Macarthur, 2011). An example is shown in Figure 2.1 of three
variable nodes (representing agents) and three function nodes (representing tasks). This
structure means that in some instances the physical arrangement of a network of com-
municating agents does not map directly to the max-sum factor graph, since additional
nodes might need to be created. The messages passed between adjacent nodes can be
thought of as follows. From function to variable, messages describe the best outcome for
the other neighbours connected to that function, if the variable adopts any of its discrete
options. Variable to function messages return the sum of all other received messages
across the various different variable states. An example of a system where this algorithm
can operate effectively is in the classic graph-colouring problem, where the variables rep-
resent the colour changing nodes and there are functions situated between them in the
factor graph describing the utility value of neighbouring nodes depending on their col-
our. Work by Farinelli et al. (2008) shows max-sum applied to this scenario performing
better than standard benchmarks,1 while carrying small communication overheads since
messages include only pairs of values.

In a task allocation context, the nature of a variable can be simplified to reflect whether
or not a task is attended by that node (i.e. by the agent in possession of the node),
leading to a variation known as fast max-sum (Ramchurn et al., 2010) or task allocation
max-sum. Variable nodes are mapped to agents capable of attending tasks, with tasks
represented by function nodes. The messages are simplified since messages from functions
to variables need not consider information on every possible assignment of that variable

1Namely the Best Response, Distributed Stochastic Algorithm, and DPOP algorithms.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a max-sum factor graph, with variable nodes (x
i

) representing
agents, and function nodes (f

j

) representing tasks.

(i.e. every possible task it could attend), but rather only the maximum possible utility
if it does attend to the function’s task, or if it does not. The global utility function can
be generally defined as the sum of each function fj over each of the sets of variables
connected to that function Xj ✓ X:

F (X) =

X

j

fj(Xj) (2.1)

We now describe the form of the exchanged messages in detail by showing the composition
of the messages from variable to function and from function to variable (in which i, j
and k serve as indices for the various nodes):

• From variable xi 2 X to function fj , where fj : Xj ! R represents the utility of
assigning the set of connected agents Xj to a given task vj (or conversely, to any
other task except vj , denoted as v¬j) :

qi!j (xi = vj) = q and qi!j (xi = v¬j) = q0

The composition of these messages is as follows, where r
k!i

represents the most
recent message received by variable xi from function fk 2Mi, and Mi is the set
of functions connected to xi:
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3
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where vb represents a task to which xi can be allocated apart from vj . The ↵ij

values are normalisation constants that enable convergence in cyclical graphs (see
below). The use of only two values in the message, q and q0, reflects that in one
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instance the variable is assigned to the function’s task, and in all other instances
the function does not benefit from the variable’s assignment, regardless of what
other task it undertakes.

• From function to variable:

rj!i (xi) = max

xj\i

2

4fi (xj) +

X

k2N
j

\i

qk!j (xk)

3

5 (2.3)

where rj!i (xi) for xi = vj and any other xi = v¬j , and Nj is the set of variables
connected to fj . As above, this restricts the outcomes considered between cases
where xi undertakes vj and where it does not.

Ramchurn et al. (2010) argue that this message passing process is equivalent to pruning
the max-sum search space by removing searches of assignments that do not improve the
utility of the function node in any way. Once variable nodes have received messages from
all connected function nodes—namely all members of Mi—they can compute their local
portion of the objective utility function:

zi (xi) =

0

@rj!i (vj) +
X

k2N
j

\i

rk!i (v¬k)

1

A (2.4)

The final assignment of xi is the task which then maximises argmaxx
j

zi (xi). As with
traditional max-sum, this can be run continually to allow the constant re-computation
of solutions; making it robust to changes in the factor graph, allowing reassignment of
UAVs as new tasks are discovered. Note that the utility function relating variables to
their assignments is not explicitly shown here as its particular form does not affect the
operation of the algorithm. Even this implementation has seen further improvement in
scenarios with complex graphs with large numbers of agents by rendering the problem
in terms of binary factors (Penya-Alba and Vinyals, 2012; Pujol-Gonzalez et al., 2015)
(although in our scenarios the graph complexity was simple enough that additional pre-
processing of the scenario into the more complex binary form was deemed unnecessary).

The task allocation version of max-sum was used explicitly to coordinate UAVs in Delle
Fave et al. (2012b); first in simulation and then in a real-world scenario with two hex-
acopters. The utility function was designed to account for a number of constraints in
the system, such as task distance, task importance, and remaining UAV battery life. In
simulation, it was shown that the max-sum algorithm outperformed greedy assignment
methods and those which had incomplete utility functions, demonstrating the applicab-
ility of this method to situations with multiple constraints. It was also found that since
messages are composed entirely of pairs of values, and that messages are only exchanged
locally, the algorithm scales very well (enabling real-time performance) with the addition
of tens or even hundreds of agents in simulations, satisfying requirement R3.
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In the context of our goal of assigning tasks specifically to UAVs, it is instructive to
note the successful performance of the max-sum method in a real-world scenario. The
paper details an experiment where tasks were submitted from PDA devices with a user
interface to allow placement of tasks on a map of an area, while specifying the task’s
urgency and priority. The experiment was carried out on two agents in situations with
homogenous tasks, sequential arrival of tasks, and heterogeneous tasks. Task assignment
proceeded as expected and the authors note that future work will focus on scaling the
complexity of tests, with more UAVs dealing with an even larger proportion of tasks (as
one might expect in a real disaster).

From this work, we find that task assignment via a max-sum method matches our relev-
ant requirements well, and also carries some well-documented performance guarantees.
The max-sum algorithm is guaranteed to converge to an optimal assignment solution
in acyclic factor graphs (Farinelli et al., 2010). With cycles, the main disadvantage is
that convergence is no longer guaranteed due to the possibility of a continual increase
in message values passed around loops in the graph. Possible methods for avoiding the
continual increase of exchanged message values are to either introduce a normalising
constant (as shown above, with the constant between xi and vj denoted as ↵ij) to the
messages, or to prune the factor graph into a tree. The latter can provide solution guar-
antees on the affect to the overall utility due to the pruning. Nevertheless, cyclical graphs
with normalisation have empirically been shown to produce very close to optimal results
and converge in all studied cases; and carry a smaller overhead than for calculating the
impact of pruning various edges (Delle Fave et al., 2012b; Farinelli et al., 2014; Rogers
et al., 2011). As such they have been used successfully in versions of the task-allocation
problem (Farinelli et al., 2008; Macarthur et al., 2011; Ramchurn et al., 2015). As a res-
ult we consider this implementation (so called “fast”) max-sum a suitable candidate for
our work. This is shown in our inclusion of fast max-sum for task allocation in Chapter
3.

With a framework in place for allocating tasks, we now examine methods for predicting
in advance where to place UAVs so that when task allocation occurs, the time for task
attendance is minimised further. To this end, we explore algorithms to predictively place
UAVs according to a belief map.

2.2 Predictive Placement Algorithms

Predictive placement is broadly described as the process of calculating some optimal
distribution of objects in a space, according to some scenario-specific constraints or
requirements. In our work, we consider algorithms that drive UAVs towards positions
that minimise the time for them to attend incidents once the incidents are discovered at
a future point. As a result, the task is predictive. The positions must be informed by any
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available prior knowledge (Criterion 2)—in our scenario, a belief map—and should also
consider spacing the UAVs out over the area as well since, in our scenario, we consider
that each incident only needs to be attended by a single UAV: for multiple incidents it
is therefore beneficial to disperse the UAVs over the area, in order to reduce incident
response time. Intuitively, striking a balance between these two elements is important.
Consider that with too much emphasis on placing UAVs close to areas of high incident
likelihood the UAVs will “clump” together; reducing their effectiveness in responding to
tasks that do appear in other regions. On the other hand, if the inter-UAV spacing is
solely considered as the driver of the algorithm, the usefulness of the belief map will be
lost. We therefore examine the literature for solutions to this problem.

While work has been done to determine placement to, for example, maximise commu-
nication coverage (Raissi-Dehkordi et al., 2004) or sensory information (Lin and Chiu,
2005; Sommerlade and Reid, 2010) (either using UAVs or other more general agents),
no work has explicitly tackled the problem of placing UAVs in order to minimise future
assignment of those UAVs to discovered incidents. Nonetheless, we draw inspiration from
the work on sensor placement of Lin and Chiu (2005) and Bohm and Sawodny (2015),
and consider the nature of the problem at a fundamental level and draw parallels with
work in physics on minimum energy configurations (Jagla, 1999) for the similarities in
the end goal (as discussed below). We will first discuss the nature of these problems
before returning to their applicability to the UAV placement problem.

Minimum energy configuration problems typically consist of finding a spatial arrange-
ment of particles in such a way as to minimise some global energy function (which we
treat as an objective function to be optimised) that is a product both of the space and the
relative positions of the particles. An early paper on the topic written by Wille and Ven-
nik (1985a) details the problem as seeking to arrange particles in a space to minimise the
sum of the interactions between them, when the interactions between any two points are
known. They conclude that such problems fall in the category of NP-hard problems and
note the importance of using robust heuristic methods to solve them, and in particular
the simulated annealing approach introduced by Kirkpatrick (1984). Simulated anneal-
ing is an extended form of the Metropolis algorithm2 used to determine energy-minimal
configurations while avoiding local minima, which is highly desirable in our work. We
also consider this algorithm superior to other methods such as hill-climbing or basin-
hopping for its stochastic ability to quickly sample large configuration spaces (such as in
extensive disaster spaces), and also for its high quality results with minimal computing
time and overheads (Ingber, 1993). We discuss these further in the paragraphs below.

The form of the simulated annealing algorithm operating on a generalised state P is
shown in Algorithm 1 and is described below.

2This is itself a particular form of a Markov chain Monte Carlo method developed for use in compu-
tational physics by Metropolis et al. (1953)
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Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing algorithm
//Initial state, threshold energy value, and initial temperature as input parameters//
CalculateOptimalConfiguration(P , threshold, Tstart)

1. T  Tstart

2. E  Energy_value(P)
3. while E is above threshold
4. //State P changed by a small amount//
5. Pnew NewRandomState(P)
6. Enew  Energy_value(Pnew)
7. //If the change lowers the energy, accept it//
8. if Enew < E
9. P  Pnew

10. E  Enew

11. //If the change raises the energy, accept it with probability related to temper-
ature parameter and change in energy//

12. else
13. probability Acceptance_function(Enew � E,T)
14. if probability > RandomFloatBetween(0,1)
15. P  Pnew

16. E  Enew

17. //Reduce temperature according to cooling schedule//
18. T  Cooling_schedule(T)
19. Return P

The input parameters of the algorithm require (as well as the original state P ) a tem-
perature value Tstart (and subsequent temperature T ) and some threshold energy to
ensure termination, although other methods of termination can also be used such as a
fixed number of iterations or minimal change between successive system energies. At
each step of the algorithm, the state P is changed by a small amount yielding a new
energy for the system (Line 5). If this new energy is less than that calculated previously,
the change is accepted and the new state is maintained for the next iteration. Other-
wise, the change is accepted with a probability given as a function of the temperature
parameter and the difference in energies (Line 13); in the original paper this was set as
exp(��E/kbT ), where �E is the difference in energy levels, and kb is a constant. It
is important that this probability reflects that, as the temperature is reduced and the
system “cools”, changes allowing energy to increase are accepted with less frequency. The
intuitive result is that at the initialisation of the algorithm the state is allowed to fluctu-
ate almost freely between increased and decreased total energy, but that as the iterations
continue the system increasingly favours decreases in energy. This enables the system to
avoid becoming trapped in local minima while moving towards a global minimum value,
which is ideally when the algorithm terminates. We note here that the terms energy
and temperature– while representative of the thermal physics from which the method is
derived– are both abstract variables which can be tailored to the specific goals of the
function’s implementation: in our context, deploying UAVs close to predicted positions
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of tasks while maintaining separation between vehicles.

Given this background, Wille and Vennik (1985b) apply this algorithm to solve the
problem of distributing charged particles in a space in order to minimise total energy.
In this example, the energy is a function of the relative positions of the particles, since
in a physical situation they exert repulsive forces on each other inversely related to their
separation. This particular application provides the first element of a framework for
using simulated annealing for UAV placement: namely that the method can be used to
calculate a configuration for maximum separation between particles in the system. As
stated above, the simple act of spreading UAVs over a search area fails to account for
belief data. Thankfully the nature of the energy function does not specifically affect
the algorithm’s performance, and a global potential function reflecting a probability
distribution such as a belief map could easily be integrated into the method. Indeed, work
by Baras and Tan (2004) uses such functions to control swarms of simulated autonomous
vehicles to deploy into different configurations in a discretised space, and Bohm and
Sawodny (2015) use the algorithm for solving a sensor placement problem. The focus
of the authors is to show that careful energy function selection can produce desirable
arrangements and behaviour by using simulated annealing. As a result of this work, we
believe that simulated annealing with an energy function depending on inter-UAV spacing
and the belief map data (as per Criterion 2) is a viable solution for the prior placement
of UAVs over a space in order to allow quicker attendance of incidents. This is achieved
through careful tailoring of the algorithm’s cooling schedule and the repulsive function
operating to ensure good UAV spacing, and consideration of the exact use of the belief
map to attract UAVs towards areas of high incident—and therefore task—probability.
In other words, we use simulated annealing as-is, but with tailored heuristics for our
required goals of reducing UAV travel time to tasks.

2.3 Path Planning and Exploration of a Search Space

Path planning is broadly defined as identifying a path in a robot’s configuration-space
in order to meet some conditions, such as ensuring that there are no collisions between
robots and obstacles or other robots, and doing so in a computationally efficient way
(Laumond et al., 1998). Here, a configuration-space can be thought of as a space con-
taining any available configuration of a robot: be that position, orientation, or any other
degrees of freedom such as the positioning of an appendage. The subject of the plan
might be of part of the robot, such as a robotic arm, or the entire robot if it is a vehicle.
In our context we are interested in the latter category since UAV position and movement
is the main aim of an explorative path. Furthermore, we note that (unlike much of the
literature) collision avoidance is not considered in our work since we deal with spaces
vastly larger than the size of a UAV (Section 4.3.2) and the chance of two coming into
contact is negligible. Consequently, we are faced with a broad field of algorithms that
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calculate paths through space. In what follows, we focus on prior work on path planning
that increases the likelihood of an exploratory UAV moving towards areas likely to con-
tain people in need of assistance. More specifically, we consider situations where these
paths can be informed by belief maps of the type described in Criterion 2.

As argued in Goerzen et al. (2009), there is no single path planning algorithm that suits
every situation. Instead, specific problems require a specifically chosen path planning
solution since each option comes with its own set of restrictions, such as computational
overheads arising from the examination of the environment (Adler et al., 2014) or ability
to plan over a belief map (Waharte and Trigoni, 2010). In general, they find that exact
solution calculation3 is often intractable due to the size and complexity of the search
space. Moreover, providing guarantees of completeness or optimality with heuristic ap-
proaches can be challenging. Given this, the authors note that the vast majority of
literature dedicated to the path planning problem is concerned with directing a robot
towards some goal position (Khatib, 1986; Kuffner and LaValle, 2000). This represents a
small subset of actual control problems and indeed, is not our primary concern here. In-
stead, as outlined in Section 1.1, we are concerned with exploration of a space, which does
not necessarily require the termination of path planning at a specific point. Nonetheless,
we evaluate four broad categories of the most common algorithms—encompassing the
state of the art— with this in mind, and evaluate whether they could be adapted to our
needs:

1. Coverage Algorithms: Algorithms designed to produce paths that cover a search
space.

2. Potential-Based Path Planning: Algorithms that use simulated fields to repel
robots from obstacles while driving them towards a goal.

3. Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees: Algorithms that produce simulated “trees”
(of possible paths in a space) very rapidly, from which a path can be selected.

4. Markov Decision Processes: Algorithms designed to solve problems formulated
as Markov Decision Processes. Specifically this encompasses Monte-Carlo Tree
Search planning.

2.3.1 Coverage Algorithms

Coverage algorithms are those concerned with plotting routes through a space in order
for a (typically sensor-equipped) robot to cover the entire area. While they benefit from
being trivially simple to implement and are good for covering a large area comprehens-
ively, their primary goal is inconsistent with Criterion 2 outlined previously; namely that

3That is, paths that are optimal according to the problem statement.
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a path through the space should be informed by a belief map. In contrast, coverage al-
gorithms tend to be un-directed once implemented, and simply seek to “cover” the search
space without regard to any prior knowledge; typically using a striped “lawnmower” style
pattern (Araujo et al., 2013; Li et al., 2011). In order to attend to incidents as quickly
as possible, it is undesirable to visit the entire space except for the extreme case where
there is no available belief data. While we wish to exploit belief data in order to uncover
incidents more quickly, coverage algorithms are purely interested in allowing robots to
traverse an entire area, and usually seek to minimise any re-visiting of previously visited
areas (Gabriely and Rimon, 2002; Wong and MacDonald, 2003).

In benchmarking performance for our exploration algorithms in Chapters 3 and 4 we
show clearly that a simple “sweep search” pattern—typical of coverage—is unsuitable for
large scale exploration of a space, exactly because areas of high likelihood of containing
survivors in danger are not prioritised.

2.3.2 Potential-Based Path Planning

Potential field methods are a class of planning algorithms which are based on equations
from classical physics, introduced by Khatib (1986). In a path-planning context, a vehicle
is modelled as a particle responding to forces acting on it as a result of a potential
function assigned to the space in which it operates. A goal is represented by an attractive
(negative) potential, and obstacles as repulsive (positive) ones. Koren and Borenstein
(1991) present an explanation of the simplest form of such a model—known as Virtual
Force Field, or VFF—along with a critique of its restrictions and limitations.

In more detail, a VFF is formed by modelling the environment either as a discrete ar-
rangement of cells, or as a continuous vector field, where each position contributes—via
a predefined function—to an overall vector “force” if it is occupied by an obstacle. Sim-
ultaneously, another component of “force” is directed towards a goal position. The com-
bination of the two vectors is summed, and used to inform the steering rate of the robot
controller. The overall effect of the components is to drive the vehicle away from obstacles
whilst still tending towards the final goal position. Typically the area considered for re-
pulsive forces to act on the vehicle is constrained to reflect the limiting sensing range of
the agents.

This algorithm is designed for the direction of a UAV to some overall optimum location
represented by a global minimum in the potential. This introduces a limitation for our
purposes: in order to adapt it for use over a belief map—a situation with no obstacles
or final goal—the algorithm would have to be implemented in a way that attracts the
explorer to areas of high belief. Furthermore, if the map was decomposed into discrete
components for computation on a cellular basis, the computation of the overall force
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would become expensive as the sum would need to be performed over the entire dis-
aster area or at least the area constrained by the robot’s sensors. Moreover, Koren and
Borenstein (1991) identify four crucial limitations to this general approach, which are
described by the following resulting undesirable behaviour:

1. Trap situations where local minima occur: stable local minima in the poten-
tial function would result in the robot receiving no overall force value. This causes
it to become trapped at some location other than its desired goal, or causing it to
continually cycle or oscillate between several locations without any further progress
to the goal.

2. No passage between closely spaced objects: objects which are close, but
should nonetheless allow passage of the robot, can in practice result in overall force
components which dominate that of the goal. This can result in the robot moving
away from the gap, even though it would be able to pass safely through it.

3. Oscillations in the presence of obstacles: certain configurations of obstacles
can result in stable oscillations between two positions, effectively trapping the robot
in a small area.

4. Oscillations in narrow passages: any slight deviation from a straight trajectory
down a narrow passage can result in oscillations from the continual change in force
from the two walls. These can be unstable, and result in collisions with objects or
other vehicles.

Limitation 1 is the most concerning for an application in disaster relief such as ours (where
obstacle avoidance is beyond the scope of our work): local minima in the global potential
function can cause behaviour which traps the robot in certain positions. Consequently,
the exploration aspect (Criterion 2) of the project goals would not be satisfied, since
exploration necessarily excludes a repetitive cyclical path in a localised region of a space.

As a result, work has been done to overcome local minima encountered in the potential
field. A common example is to use a Brownian random walk to search for an escape
from the minimum. To this end, Caselli et al. (2001) discuss this problem and the in-
efficiencies arising from using random walks, and instead suggest a method known as
StraightLineSelect. This process generates straight sections of paths in random direc-
tions, and is shown to escape from a minimum more quickly than a Brownian solution.
Nonetheless, as with the VFF, the focus remains on driving the path planner towards
some predefined goal. We can envisage ways to modify the algorithm to better meet
our requirements; for example by designing it to continually seek out different points of
minimal potential (specifically areas of the belief map with higher probability). However,
this fails to account for the explorative value of the adjoining paths. In more detail, Cri-
terion 2—detailing exploration—is more nuanced than simply moving from one point of
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“high” likelihood to another, which would neglect areas of low (but non-zero) probability
of incident detection. Further limitations of such an approach detailed in Sujit and Sari-
palli (2014) note that as well as the above, VFF methods generally require careful tuning
of multiple parameters to create desirable UAV behaviour: an impractical overhead to
consider in real deployment scenarios. In this sense, potential field based methods do
not satisfy our requirements.

2.3.3 Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees

Unlike discrete-space searches such as those detailed above, Rapidly-Exploring (or ex-
panding) Random Trees (RRTs) are a versatile class of space searching algorithm de-
veloped by LaValle (1998) for application to path planning over either discrete or con-
tinuous space. The basis of this algorithm is the rapid extension of a tree of connected
nodes into a space, by growing the tree towards large, previously unexplored, areas.
Once a tree has been grown sufficiently, or reaches a predetermined goal, a path through
the tree can be selected easily by either graph search methods, or simply tracing back
along the edges from the goal. The specific advantage of RRTs over other tree search
algorithms is its ability to spread extremely rapidly over an area, with relatively min-
imal computational cost. Nonetheless, there exists problems with growing RRTs in a
coordinated fashion between multiple UAVs; their random growth patterns and the lack
of simple utility values between multiple paths mean synchronising and coordinating fu-
ture actions is unfeasible without incurring impractical overheads (Kumar and Michael,
2012) or centralisation (such as by sharing entire random tree-growth among all agents).

In more detail, the RRT algorithm selects random points in space and expands the nearest
tree-node towards that point by a fixed amount. In this way, the algorithm efficiently
selects points in space which have not been previously explored: consider that a newly
created point will fall in the Voronoi region4 of the node which is subsequently expanded
(by virtue of the nearest-node condition). The “frontier” points of the tree will clearly
have larger Voronoi regions and therefore be expanded more frequently, continuously
driving the tree outwards. While the trees need not necessarily represent physical paths
through a space (and could instead represent configuration arrangements of part of the
robot), this is the context in which they prove useful to the work outlined in this report.

An example construction procedure is given by Algorithm 2 for generating a tree T

with K vertices, with a graphic of a tree growing shown in Figure 2.2. The parameter u
describes the velocity dynamics of the growth over an interval �t: in practice this dictates
how far towards a newly selected point the tree can grow. From an initial position xinit,
a new position is picked in the state-space (Line 4) and its nearest neighbour, xnear, in

4The Voronoi region of a node in a space is defined as the locus of points which are closer to that
node, than any other node (Aurenhammer, 1991).
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Figure 2.2: RRT expansion from an initial point in the centre of the figure (LaValle,
1998).

Algorithm 2 Standard RRT Growth
//Algorithm initialised with initial position or path, xinit, the final number of vertices
K, and growth interval �t//
Generate_Tree(xinit, K, �t)

1. T.init(xinit)
2. for k=1 to K
3. //Picks a new random state in the space//
4. xrand Random_State()
5. //Finds nearest existing node//
6. xnear  Nearest_Neighbour(xrand, T)
7. //Describes how near to the state the tree can expand in interval �t//
8. u Select_Input(xrand, xnear)
9. //Creates new node directed towards xrand by some amount governed by u//

10. xnew  New_State(xnear, u,�t)
11. T.add_vertex(xnew)
12. T.add_edge(xnear, xnew, u)
13. Return T

the tree is located (Line 6). A new node for the tree is created in the direction of the
new position, a fixed distance from xnear (Lines 8 to 12).

Since LaValle’s original work, many attempts have been made to adapt the RRT method
to more realistic planning scenarios. These include dealing with uncertainty in agent and
obstacle position (Bry and Roy, 2011), path planning with a focus on online replanning
(Zhen et al., 2014; Kothari and Postlethwaite, 2012), and for finding routes towards a
goal while collecting information about the environment or tracking a target (Alighanbari
et al., 2006; Levine et al., 2012; Xinggang et al., 2014).

A limitation of most RRT approaches, which, shared with the other approaches outlined
in this chapter, is that because it is designed to spread quickly and widely over an area,
it favours problems with a goal of reaching a specific position in the search space (by
quickly establishing different routes towards it). Indeed, even the extensions mentioned
above that attempt to address the information gain along a path do so within the context
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of a specific final goal. This problem persists in work conducted for coordination of RRT
based planners such as in Cap et al. (2013), which, as previously mentioned, is already a
difficult task in RRT fields. In the context of disaster space search and rescue, it is more
instructive to consider planners that work towards constructing exploratory paths which
tend towards areas of likely incidents, but which are not focussed upon terminating at
a specific point. Efforts towards such a formulation have been made by Scerri et al.
(2008), who introduce a modified planner which extends outwards from promising nodes
in the tree, rather than towards preselected locations in the space. The chosen metric
for identifying the most useful paths is a dynamic information-entropy map, similar in
function to the belief data condition (Criterion 2) of the goals outlined in Section 1.1,
which is obtained via a logarithmic transformation of target probability (in our work,
this would represent incident detection probability). The use of an entropy map rather
than a belief map, is due to the author’s goal to minimise uncertainty in the tracking of a
target, rather than deliberately attending areas of high detection probability as we seek
to do. As well as using entropy data to inform the growth of the tree itself, the modified
RRT planner also removes the most computationally expensive part of the traditional
RRT method, the nearest-neighbour computation.

This modified RRT is detailed in Algorithm 3, and works as follows. A list of nodes is
kept sorted according to each node’s priority (Line 12) as calculated from a combination
of the cost associated with its position coordinates (generated from the entropy map,
which returns values representing the numerical cost of moving to locations), and the
number of times it has been previously expanded. Nodes with a high cost and which
have been expanded many times previously are considered to have low priority for future
expansion. The node with the highest priority is expanded outwards ten5 times to create
ten new neighbours (Line 15), which are then added to the priority list. The node
incurring the lowest associated cost is designated as the best choice (Line 24), and a
path can be obtained by iterating back over its prev set after sufficient expansion.

Scerri et al. also describe a way to consider the re-planning problem: by planning short
paths the robots may fail to move towards high value areas too far away; however,
planning long paths reduces reactivity to new information in the map (i.e. from dynamic
belief maps). The solution offered is to plan long paths, but only carry out a short portion
of the movement before recalculating. High value areas can be reached by repeatedly
following part of a longer path to that area, but reactivity is maintained due to the more
frequent replanning schedule.

For these reasons, we consider RRTs suitable for our work in allowing an explorative UAV
to quickly plan and explore a disaster space. We discuss this again in depth in Section
3.2.2, and outline the utility function we use to determine growth of the modified RRT
detailed above.

5This is a parameter chosen by the author because it performs well empirically.
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Algorithm 3 Modified RRT growth
RRTPlanner(x, y, CostMaps, time,state)

1. plist ;
2. n 

⌦
x, y, cost = 0, prev = ;, priority = 0

↵

3. //Priority value calculated from cost, and number of previous expansions of n//
4. n ComputePriority(n)
5. plist.insert(n)
6. best=n
7. foreach 20000
8. //Highest value node chosen for expansion//
9. n plist.removeFirst()

10. n ComputePriority(n)
11. //Re-inserted with new priority, so that plist keeps ordering//
12. plist.insert(n)
13. foreach 10
14. //Generates new node a small distance from n//
15. n’ Expand(n)
16. n’.prev n
17. //Cost of new node calculated from map//
18. n’.cost Cost(n’,CostMaps)
19. n’.priority ComputePriority(n’)
20. //n0 inserted in order into plist//
21. plist.insert(n’)
22. //Keeps track of best node//
23. if n’.cost<best.cost
24. best n’
25. Return best

2.3.4 Markov Decision Processes

The formulation of the explorative path-planning problem as a Markov decision process
or MDP presents a useful baseline from which to construct a coordinated path plan-
ner. Specifically, the decomposition of a search space into discrete cells also discretises
the action space resulting from movement through the cell. This constrains the size of
joint-action search spaces of the type considered when coordinating multiple UAV paths
simultaneously, and could therefore overcome some of the problems highlighted in the
literature about planning multiple paths, although problems of optimality will of course
persist (Feyzabadi and Carpin, 2014). MDP methods also carry the benefit of incorpor-
ating future-planning, which we can use in situations where the scenario model evolves
with time (as we do, after discussing this in Section 4.1).

Formally, an MDP is defined as a tuple hS,A,R, P i, where S is a finite (except in the
case outlined in Section 2.3.4.2) set of states, A is a set of actions to be performed by
the agent(s), R is a reward function: R : S⇥A! R (for instance, R (s, a) represents the
reward from state s after taking action a), and P is a model of transition probabilities,
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such that P (s0 | s, a) gives the probability of transition from state s to s0 given an action
a (Guestrin et al., 2001). These terms are used to construct the action value function Q,
describing the effective reward of a given action and possible future actions over a given
time horizon, according to the Bellman Optimality Equation (Sutton and Barto, 2000):

Q(a, s) = R (a, s) + �
X

s0

P
�
s0 | a, s

�
max

a0
Q
�
a0, s0

�
(2.5)

Here, the sum is performed over P (s0 | a, s)maxa0 Q (a0, s0); the product of the probability
of the system changing to the state s0 given that an action a has been carried out on
the current state s, and the optimal action value function for the new state, given the
preferred action is then carried out. The term � 2 (0, 1) is a discount factor that places
more value on immediate rewards relative to future rewards, and ensures Q has a finite
value when computed over infinite time horizons.

In such a formulation, simple state-spaces (particularly those with a small number of
states which cycle between each other) are frequently represented by Bayesian Net-
works—graphs of states as nodes with transition probabilities as edges (Ben-Gal, 2007)—
and work exists which seeks to solve these relatively restrictive examples (including in
a coordinated, multi-agent fashion (Adlakha et al., 2008; Guestrin et al., 2001)). Con-
versely, more complex environments with potentially infinite state spaces are frequently
constructed to resemble trees, with each node representing a state and each edge a set
of joint actions that result in the relevant next state according to the probability func-
tion P . This approach results in solution formulations amounting to efficient traversal
algorithms—specifically, of considering the best series of actions through the tree such
that each state visited maximises Q— with the benefit over more simplistic and naïve
constructions (such as those mentioned above) that complex sets of diminishing returns
can be included and modelled with relative ease.

In Chapter 4 we outline an extension to the exploration problem which calls for a broader
attention to areas of “danger” than simply identifying localised incidents (specifically
one involving time dependent considerations of survivability); whilst allowing multiple
explorative UAVs to explore together—a scenario ideally suited to an MDP formulation.
Specifically, we build on work using Monte-Carlo Tree Searches ((Browne et al., 2012),
see below in Section 2.3.4.1) to traverse a tree representing possible UAV actions. The
Upper Confidence-Bound for Trees (UCT) Monte Carlo Tree Search traversal algorithm
developed by Kocsis and Szepesvari (2006) is particularly promising for our needs and is
outlined in the following subsection.

Subsequently, to account for possible sensor uncertainty in an environment, another
method recently applied to discrete search representations of belief maps is a partially
observable Markov decision process, or POMDP. POMDPs (introduced in Smallwood
and Sondik (1973)) differ from the MDP method by including in the planning stage the
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consideration that a given observation o performed by the agent may not necessarily re-
cord the actual state s of the environment: specifically accounting for sensor uncertainty.
In our context, this is most often applied to path-planning (although some work exists
using POMDPs to plan task allocation, such as in Spaan et al. (2011)). However, con-
tinuous space POMDPs are frequently regarded as too computationally expensive to be
tractable as path planners (Huang and Gupta, 2008), and although work has been done
to create discrete-space versions by using random sampling (Kurniawati et al., 2008),
these are still expensive in their current form when compared to the other algorithms
available to us. Principally, we consider POMDPs unnecessary to our scenario because of
particular assumptions made in our reformulated problem (Section 4.1) about the nature
of an observation and its impact on further planning: specifically that future planning
in our problem does not depend on the nature of an observation o at a particular time.
Further detail is provided in the formulation in Section 4.1.

We now return to our interest in MDPs, and consider the benefits of a UCT Monte-Carlo
Tree Search (MCTS) and whether it forms a suitable candidate for our applications.

2.3.4.1 UCT Monte Carlo Tree-Search Method

As already indicated, the “tree” to be searched by a MCTS method is constructed of
nodes representing possible state spaces, with edges representing the joint actions taken
to reach that state. In this respect, they are functionally very similar to trees used in
game or decision theory; a well studied field (Browne et al., 2012; Coulom, 2006; Gelly
and Silver, 2011; Chaslot et al., 2008). Much research exists considering the various
methods of using such a tree to plan a series of actions, from simple depth/breadth first
searches to more nuanced algorithms that exploit the features of a tree to better judge
where to “explore” (that is, simulate by expanding the tree to new action nodes) next.
Naïve searches typically fall victim to the high branching factor endemic to trees with
large joint action spaces; being of O

�
| A |N

�
where N is number of agents and | A | is

the size of the action space for each agent. As a result, Monte-Carlo Tree Searches offer a
principled expansion method that seeks to balance the value of “exploring” new sequences
of actions (effectively broadening the tree) and “exploiting” existing action sequences to
examine them over additional future states (deepening the tree).

The typical structure of general MCTS methods involves the expansion of the action
tree according to a four step structure (which we explain in detail below) of exploring,
expanding, rollout, and backpropagation. The basic format is outlined in Algorithm 4,
and expanded on hereafter. Below, we outline the specifics of the UCT form of this
algorithm (Browne et al., 2012), regarded as the state of the art algorithm for growing
and solving MDP trees.
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Algorithm 4 Tree Growth
//Basic tree growth. Returns newly updated tree//

1. node Choosenode(rootnode)
2. Newnode Expand(node)
3. Newnode.value Rollout(Newnode, direction (node,Newnode))
4. Backpropagate(node,Newnode)

Algorithm 5 Node Expansion Selection
//Chooses node to expand next//
node Rootnode
Choosenode(node)

1. if node.expansions < maxexpansions then
2. //Increment number of expansions for that node//
3. Ne (node) Ne (node) + 1

4. Return(node)
5. else
6. //UCT condition for choosing to explore new action//

7. nextnode arg maxchild2childrenchild.value+ c

r
2ln N

e

(node)

N
e

(child)

8. //Continues iteratively until reaching node without full expansion//
9. Choosenode(nextnode)

The initial selection of a tree node for expansion (Line 1) is outlined in Algorithm 5. In
more detail, the algorithm iteratively explores down the tree through the nodes, returning
as its highest priority any nodes which have not had their full compliment of children
expanded from it (Line 4). Otherwise, the child node that maximises the UCT condition
(Line 7) is returned and the process is repeated iteratively. Here, the argument-maximum
function is performed over all children nodes, and takes as arguments the number of
previous expansions of the child or parent (function Ne), the calculated estimated reward
for the child node (child.value, explained below), and a weighting factor between the first
(exploitation) term and the second (exploration) term c, usually set empirically (Kocsis
and Szepesvari, 2006; Guez et al., 2012). In this way, the algorithm continually selects
a trade-off between nodes with a high average value (i.e. a high node.value term) and
those which have yet to be explored.

The function in Line 2 in Algorithm 5 entitled “Expand” entails the creation of a new
child node to the variable node returned in Line 1, typically by selecting a random new
available action from that node, that has not previously been selected. The new action
node is added to the tree as Newnode, and an estimate of its reward is calculated both
from its immediate contribution to the Q (from Equation 2.5) and an estimate of future
reward via a “rollout”.

To elucidate somewhat the function of the node.value property; this value represents an
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Algorithm 6 Backpropagation
Backpropagate(node, child)

1. oldvalue node.value
2. //Basic implementation of cumulative average formula//
3. newvalue oldvalue+ (child.value�oldvalue)

N
e

(node)+1
4. node.value newvalue
5. if node.parent 6= none then
6. Backpropagate(node.parent, node)

average of a node’s immediate reward and the predicted future reward returned from
the Rollout function. This function—mentioned in Line 3 (Algorithm 4)—is not defined
explicitly in the original literature, but is representative of a coarse estimation function
to return some value of future actions from the selected node: for example, by performing
a set number of further actions in a random fashion and returning the cumulative (or
averaged) reward, to be averaged with the existing node.value. Typically the rollout
stage is not discussed in depth in papers on the subject—since in principle it is simply
a coarse estimate of future reward—although in Chapter 4 we outline and justify the
explicit form of our rollout function.

The backpropagation stage of MCTS (Line 4 in Algorithm 4) is outlined in Algorithm
6, starting with a leaf node and passing values back up the tree until it reaches the root.
At each iteration, the value assigned to the node is modified using a moving-average
to account for the average of the values of those nodes upstream. This reflects the
combination of rewards obtained from Equation 4.6 as being due to a node’s immediate
reward and the sum of future rewards further down the tree.

Against this background, we find useful elements of this class of algorithm for our prob-
lem of coordinating multiple exploratory UAVs; specifically where locality of agents can
be used to reduce calculation overheads. In particular, the generality of MDP formula-
tions lends itself well to the construction of a simulation environment given numerical
data used for a belief map, as well as having a number of well-established solutions.
More specifically, work by Amato and Oliehoek (2015) utilises factored tree-searches for
partially observable MDP solutions; exploiting problem structure to allow factorisation
in a way reflective of local state spaces and interactions. This is a technique we apply to
disaster-scenario data in our contributions (see Section 4.2.1 for further details).

In summary, the explicit formulation of the impact of future rewards on current planning
and the balance between exploration and expansion of the tree in UCT proves ideal for
solving path planning within the formulation of a temporal “danger” over a disaster
area, discussed in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the method also allows for trees representing
arbitrary sets of actions—not just for a single agent—that satisfy our requirements for
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coordinating multiple UAVs simultaneously. As a result it is a form of coordinated MCTS
that we implement in our work.

2.3.4.2 Continuous Space Monte Carlo Tree-Search

We note that, thus far in our discussion, the use of MCTS methods appears to be restric-
ted to discrete action spaces. Specifically the selection and growth of action nodes in the
tree rely on there being a clearly defined point where a node in the tree is “fully” expan-
ded. In cases with a continuous (and therefore infinite) action space, this requirement
cannot be met. Instead, methods must find ways to sample the available search-space for
suitable representative actions whilst also continuing to balance the tree-search problem
of exploring down the tree or branching across the tree. While some work simply deals
with discretising a continuous space in a principled way (Broeck and Driessens, 2011), we
are instead interested in the direct application of continuous data (or at the very least,
arbitrary datasets that might not be consistently discretised). Specifically this addresses
Criterion 2 in Section 1.1, requiring the use of belief data that need not be available
in a discrete form. As such, we wish to ensure a path-planning algorithm capable of
operating in a (more realistic) continuous domain.

Against this background we find parallels between this problem and the so-called many
(or multi) armed bandit problem of game theory (Couëtoux et al., 2011b). This is a
planning scenario where the optimal action must be drawn from a variety of “one armed
bandit” machines with (unknown) probability distributions over their rewards. Although
dissimilar to our exploration problem in terms of temporal planning, work in this domain
has (for some time) sought to address the case of a continuous set of “bandits” (Agrawal,
1995), or the very similar situation of an infinite number of discrete “bandits” (Wang
et al., 2008). The latter of these works introduces upper-confidence methods to the bandit
problem. More recent research has focussed on beginning to apply UCT methods to
continuous tree domains (Rolet et al., 2009; Weinstein and Littman, 2012), and there has
been some success in applying it to specific problem domains; with particular attention
given to how to choose which of the continuous domain of actions to sample in the
tree (Auger et al., 2013; Couëtoux et al., 2011a; Couëtoux, 2013; de Waard, 2016). In
particular, we note the promising results of the so-called Polynomial Upper-Confidence
Trees (PUCT) algorithm introduced by Auger et al. (2013) that shows improvements over
a similar earlier adaptation of a continuous armed bandit situation—Hierarchical Open-
Loop Optimistic Planning (HOLOP) (Weinstein and Littman, 2012)—both of which
present methods of selecting further actions from which to generate new nodes in the
search tree; and heuristics to determine when to “explore” and when to “exploit” nodes.
Another welcome feature of PUCT is that it requires only a “black box” sampler of future
actions and the sample rewards expected.
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The principal contribution of PUCT is the condition of expanding a node: namely to
replace the condition in Line 1, Algorithm 5. The condition to expand a node is instead
given by:

if Ne (z)
↵ > Ne (z � 1)

↵

Here, the z argument denotes the action node6 being considered, Ne (z) the number of
visits to the node during the current tree expansion, and ↵ is a variable (known as the
progressive widening constant) dependant on the depth d of the node in the tree given
as (10 (dmax � d)� 3)

�1—with dmax denoting the final depth in the tree search (i.e. a
constraint on the number of expansions). In this case a balance is struck between ex-
panding more widely further down the tree (with increased depth) against the number of
times higher up nodes are visited (i.e. those closest to the root get expanded and updated
more often). We note that despite the performance gains over HOLOP, the authors note
concerns over cyclicality between states. However in a sequential exploration problem
where observations permanently affect the state of the environment (as is the case in
UAV disaster exploration scenarios) such concerns are irrelevant. Furthermore, the au-
thors explicitly note the applicability of their algorithm to general continuous sequential
decision making problems: precisely the type of problem we seek to address. As such, we
deemed the PUCT method with a progressive-widening parameter a candidate for the
extension of the exploration problem into a continuous state-space domain. This enables
us (in Chapter 5) to implement a continuous form of tree-search using the rewards and
utility from our model of the disaster scenario.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced the state of the art in path planning, task allocation,
and predictive placement research and selected work that is particularly relevant to the
goals outlined in Section 1.1, while rigorously examining the quality and performance
of various methods. Although each of the methods outlined have various merits and
drawbacks, we note that no work has so far attempted to unite the issues of explorative
path planning, task allocation, and prior placement of UAVs. We conclude that some
methods with particular merit to the creation of a unified framework are:

• Path planning via the modified RRT approach presented by Scerri et al. (2008)
for single-agent exploration. We regard this method as being the most promising
for allowing fast exploration (vital in a disaster situation) while fully utilising any
available belief-data.

6The original work distinguishes between transition (so-called “random”) nodes and action (or “de-
cision”) nodes. For the purposes of this argument we focus on the implications of choosing actions at
the decision stage, in line with our interests.
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• Task allocation using a fast max-sum algorithm, because of its ability to allow fast
empirically-optimal decentralised coordination.

• Calculation of predictive placement using a simulated annealing framework, to
allow us to formulate a potential from belief data tailored to our needs of placing
UAVs as close as possible to sites of future incident discovery.

We consider these separate components as operating together in the same scenario but
performing very different roles; as well as having various metrics tailored to our exact
specifications in order to prove useful in the disaster-response regime.

Thereafter, we identified the need for allowing path-planning of a space to occur between
multiple coordinating UAVs, rather than from an individual. To that end, we regarded
Monte Carlo Tree Search the best candidate class of algorithm. Primarily, this is on the
basis of the step-wise growth of the tree that simultaneously enables future planning, but
also flexibility in creating joint-action trees (for multiple UAVs simultaneously) or co-
ordinated growth between trees where required (we discuss in detail our implementation
in a discrete space in Section 4.2, and in a continuous space in Section 5.3).

In the subsequent chapters, we draw on the work outlined in this literature review to meet
the requirements outlined in Chapter 1 for algorithms to coordinate UAVs in disaster
response scenarios.



Chapter 3

The Path Planning and Task

Allocation Mechanisms

Based on the analysis of the literature presented in Chapter 2, here we present a series
of mechanisms for the planning of a path for incident discovery, the prior placement of
UAVs to positions likely to be close to incidents, and the assignment of these UAVs to
incidents as a task allocation process; as per the requirements and conditions outlined
in Section 1.1.

In more detail, Section 3.1 begins by formalising the problem of discovering and respond-
ing to incidents in a disaster area. Section 3.2 then introduces our solution formalism,
specifically the objective functions for path planning and task allocation. Sections 3.2.1,
3.2.3 and 3.2.2 then detail our chosen path planning, task allocation, and prior place-
ment algorithms respectively. Next, Section 3.3 describes the form of our experiments to
evaluate our algorithms. Then in Section 3.4 we present the empirical evaluation of our
mechanism, showing its efficacy. Finally we conclude with a summary of the empirical
results and further discussion on the performance of the mechanism in Section 3.5.

3.1 Problem Statement

As discussed in Chapter 1, discovering or verifying the location of incidents such as
fires or collapsed buildings is of key importance to first responders in disaster relief
situations, and it is of particular importance that a system be devised to perform this
task autonomously. Here, we formulate this scenario as a joint path-planning and task
allocation problem, where (referring to the discussion in Section 1.1) a fast moving high-
level UAV is required to produce and follow a path over the disaster space to discover
incidents,1 then to create tasks for low-level UAVs that aim to attend these tasks in the

1In this chapter, we consider a single high-level explorer, however we expand this to multiple explorers
in Chapters 4 and 5.

39
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shortest total time possible. Henceforth, we refer to the problem outlined above as the
Path Planning, Task Allocation and Placement problem (or PPTP problem).

More formally, we denote the set of UAVs as U = Uh [ Ul, where Uh is the set of high-
level UAVs,2 and Ul is the set of low-level, imagery-providing UAVs. The goal of a
high-level UAV u0 2 Uh is to explore a bounded 2D area S ✓ R2 defining the disaster
space, where we denote individual locations as l ⌘ (x, y)2S.3 In order to perform this
exploration, the UAV calculates a path (or trajectory) T of ⇢ vector waypoints to follow
T = (l

0
1, . . . , l

0
⇢) ⇢ S. While exploring S, the high-level UAV aims to discover all

incidents belonging to the set I = {i1, . . . , ij} (where we assume j < 1), and it will
continuously explore until it has done so. An incident is considered discovered when the
UAV u0 passes within a threshold distance of the incident, reflecting the restricted range
of sensory equipment. More formally, given a position function for all UAVs in U , and
incidents, L : I [ U ! S, we can compute the Euclidean distance between the u0 at
position4

l 2 S and an incident i at position L (i) as @li = kL (i)� lk, where we use the
norm of the difference between the positions L (i) and s to denote the magnitude of their
separation. Consequently, given a threshold � 2 R+, we consider an incident discovered
if:

@li  � (3.1)

We assume here that the incidents are static (i.e. their positions do not vary with time—a
sensible assumption where incidents represent survivors that are trapped). Furthermore,
we assume that incident discovery according to Equation 3.1, and the positions returned
by the function L, are deterministic.5 Additionally, prior information on the position of
these incidents is supplied in the form of a belief map describing the likelihood of incidents
being at a given location, which informs the construction of the path T mentioned
previously (see Section 3.2.2), in order to increase the likelihood of incident discovery by
u0. Formally, we consider a function M : S ! R+, representing a scalar field such that:

M(l) / P (i)dxdy (3.2)

where l 2 S, and the function P denotes the probability of an incident being located
within an interval dxdy in S. This environment construction can be seen in the first step
of Figure 3.1.

Once incidents are discovered, they can be attended by members of the set of low-level
UAVs Ul = {u1, . . . , um}. The goal for the set of UAVs Ul is for them all to reach the

2We address the addition of more in Section 4.1.
3We denote any such position vectors in bold typeface, and use  as a generic index when required.
4Note that the high-level UAV need not be positioned exactly on a waypoint in T , but could be

travelling between them. Hence, we use l to denote position rather than l0.
5I.e. we do not consider uncertainty at this stage. This is a sensible assumption with regards to

positioning, since Global Positioning System uncertainty is negligible in comparison to the typical large
distances encountered in disaster scenarios. Nonetheless, we address determinism implicitly in our re-
formulation of the survivor discovery problem in Chapter 5.
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location of the discovered incidents I in the shortest cumulative time t possible (i.e. the
total time taken by all UAVs). Minimising the total travel time in this way is comparative
to an allocation seeking to optimise battery consumption for UAVs while allowing them
to move quickly to their respective tasks. In real disaster situations these considerations
are vital to maintain a consistent presence of UAVs over an area. It should also be noted
that incident attendance can of course commence before the time that all incidents have
been discovered.

Now, to construct the objective function that minimises the total travel time, we define
the task of allocating a given UAV u 2 Ul to an incident i 2 I at L (i) as ⌧uL(i), belonging
to the set of all possible tasks T. We assume that the number of UAVs is equal to the
number of incidents: m = j, meaning that each UAV u 2 Ul can only be allocated
one incident. This is a reasonable assumption for the scenario we outline, in which the
explorer traverses the space quickly enough that the task allocation UAVs do not spend
much time at their tasks before the exploration is complete. As such, this might reflect
the initial allocation of a system in a disaster situation; and any rescheduling would
constitute a separate problem to be solved thereafter. 6

Consequently, our goal is to find an optimal set of allocations (we discuss the conditions
of optimality below) ⌧ ⇢ Twhere for any given pair ⌧u↵

L(i) 2 ⌧ and ⌧
u
�

L(i0) 2 ⌧ , u↵ 6= u�

(where ↵ and � are generic indices ↵,� 2 {1, . . . ,m}) and i 6= i0. Once a set of allocations
⌧ is chosen, and each UAV is assigned their task ⌧uL(i) 2 ⌧ , the UAVs are required to
move from their current position to the location of their allocated incidents, so that
ultimately {L (u1) , . . . , L (um)} = {L (i1) , . . . , L (in)} (we note that as these are not
sequences, the ordering of the elements in each set do not matter). Given that the UAVs
start at locations Lstart = {L (u1)start , . . . , L (um)start} when receiving their allocations,
some time must pass as they travel from their starting positions to the position of their
allocated incidents. As a result, each allocation ⌧uL(i) maps to a travel time t

⇣
⌧uL(i)

⌘
, and

each set of allocations ⌧ maps to a sum of the times for each individual allocation:

t (⌧ ) =
X

⌧u
L(i)2⌧

t
⇣
⌧uL(i)

⌘

The time t (⌧ ) is the value we seek to minimise by finding the optimal allocation ⌧ ⇤ ⇢ T

as follows:
⌧ ⇤

= argmin

⌧⇢T
(t (⌧ )) = argmin

⌧⇢T

X

⌧u
L(i)2⌧

t
⇣
⌧uL(i)

⌘
(3.3)

6Future scheduling and reallocation has been studied in other contexts (Agmon et al., 2010; Shen
and Salemi, 2002), but is beyond the scope of this work.
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Note that we assume all low-level UAVs have the same constant velocity of v 2 R+ and
travel in straight lines to their designated incident.7 As a result, the time for a UAV u to
reach an incident i is now dependent on the distance between them, @ui , in the following
way: t

⇣
⌧uL(i)

⌘
=

@u
i

v . Given this, we can see that the problem of reducing the total
time spent moving to tasks can be recast as one to reduce the total distance travelled
by all members of the set Ul to reach the locations of the incidents in I. Consequently,
Equation 3.3 can be recast as:

⌧ ⇤
= argmin

⌧⇢T

X

⌧u
i

2⌧

kL (i)� L (u)startk
v

(3.4)

where, as before, the norm indicates the magnitude of the distance between the incident i
and the UAV u. The minimisation is then performed over the possible allocations ⌧ ⇢ T

to find the one with the shortest total distance travelled by each UAV to an incident.

3.1.1 Spatial Correlation Modelling

We note that, throughout discussions of path planning—both in this chapter and in
Sections 4.2 and 5.3—we will not be considering (explicitly) any correlation between
observed incidents/locations and surrounding areas. In more detail, some planning liter-
ature (Singh et al., 2009; Stranders, 2010) considers the impact that sensing or observing
one location has on surrounding locations: namely that if you detect something, the
likelihood of further detections in that vicinity increases. We do not consider such cor-
relations for two reasons.

Firstly, the data we observed from disaster scenarios (especially that discussed in Section
4.3.2 and shown in Figure 4.7) was seen to be extremely flocculent, and there was little
apparent cohesion between likely locations of people in neighbouring cells. In other words,
the only useful observations about certain spatial locations being more or less likely to
contain incidents or survivors was already explicitly considered during the sampling stage
of the path planning.

The second reason is that any modelling of spatial correlations between locations of
survivors would need to be intrinsically based on real-world data. Existing research
on population distributions demonstrates that modelling large distributions of people is
extremely difficult (Deville et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016) because
of the number of variables involved (for instance types of buildings, local geography,
and baseline levels of population movement). We concluded that (although theoretically
possible) such an undertaking was beyond the scope of our work, and—in any case—in

7The assumption of constant velocity is sensible for similar UAVs in the set U
l

(since they are likely
to be of similar type), and UAVs will generally travel in straight lines except where there are restrictions
on flying zones.
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a disaster scenario plans would need to be conducted quickly over readily available data
(such as might be represented in the belief maps we represent) rather than relying on
time consuming and complex anthropological models.

3.2 Solution Formulation

To address the PPTP problem, we now present a complete mechanism which, given a
belief map of incident location over a search space, utilises a combination of heterogeneous
UAVs to isolate possible incidents and provide imagery of the locations back to the first
responders without the need for manual control. As discussed previously in Section 1.1,
this belief map would be constructed from available crowd-sourced data in a real situation
(such as from the Ushahidi project (Morrow et al., 2011) or Crisis Mappers (Crisis
Mappers, 2013)). We consider the solution in three stages outlined below. We refer each
of these algorithm stages to the step in the execution of the complete mechanism, shown
graphically in Figure 3.1:

1. Prior Placement: Goal positions for Ul = (u1, u2) are determined in advance of
path planning and task allocation. These positions are calculated using the belief
map to distribute the low-level UAVs Ul over S in order to reduce the time for
them to attend to tasks in future. Explicitly, we choose Lstart (u) 2 Lstart for all
UAVs such that the distance between the elements in Lstart and the locations of
the incidents {L (i1) , . . . , L (in)} is minimised. In the figure, these are labelled as
s

1

and s

2

. [Step 2]

2. Path Planning: The exploratory high-level UAV u0 plans and follows a path T

calculated using the belief map M in order to maximise the probability of incident
detection. [Step 2 onwards]

3. Task Allocation: UAVs are allocated tasks according to the set of current tasks
⌧ = {⌧u1

l1
, ..., ⌧um

l

m

}, where we use explicit notation to show that each task maps a
UAV to any spatial location in S rather than directly to the location of an incident
L (i). Thus, a task ⌧u

l

allocates a UAV u 2 Ul to a position l 2 S. These tasks are
used to move the members of Ul to the prior placement positions calculated in Step
1 (see a detailed description in Section 3.2.1), then to move them to the locations
of incidents once discovery has taken place. These chosen allocations are labelled
⌧ ⇤. [Steps 3 and 4]

These stages are outlined in detail in the following three sections.
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Step 1 - Belief data map M created over S.
Location of incidents i1 and i2 not known
by UAVs.

Step 2 - Explorative path T planned,
predictive placement calculated at l1 and l2

(shown as tasks s1 and s2).

Step 3 - Exploration begins. Predictive
placement tasks allocated to u1 and u2
according to ⌧ ⇤.

Step 4 - Incidents detected by exploratory
UAV. New tasks s3 and s4 created and
allocated. UAVs move to incident locations.

KEY:

Contours indicating belief of incident in region. Belief indicated by blue
(lowest) through green, to red (highest).

Explorer (or high-level) UAV

Low-level UAV

Prior placement task locations

Incident detection task locations

Figure 3.1: Outline of the processes and stages of the system
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3.2.1 The Prior Placement Algorithm

We chose a simulated-annealing framework for the prior placement algorithm since it
reliably produces near-optimal results with low computational overheads (as motivated
in Section 2.2). The values obtained from M were treated as attractive components
of the global potential function (driving the positions towards areas of high incident
probability). Furthermore, the potential contains a component expressing a mutual
repulsion between the low-level UAVs in Ul, ensuring spacing between them. At this
stage, we denote the set of positions of the low-level UAVs as L ={L (u1) , . . . , L (um) |
u 2 Ul}. Consequently, we introduce our form of the potential function V : S⇥M⇥L!
R as follows, where we refer to elements of the UAV position set L by their x and y

coordinates: (x, y) 2 S:

V (M,L, x, y) .
= M(x, y)�

X

(x


,y


)2L\(x,y)

⇠ kL (x, y)� L (x, y)k�1 (3.5)

Here, ⇠ is a constant used for tuning the repulsion heuristic of the algorithm and the
sum is performed over all other UAV positions in the set L to ensure complete mutual
repulsion.

Algorithm 7 details the simulated annealing method for placing UAVs given an (arbitrary)
initial position set Linit (Line 2).8 Descriptively, the algorithm proceeds as follows. At
each step of the procedure, for each position in L, a new pair of coordinates is selected at
a fixed distance from the original position (Line 6) and their potential value is calculated
according to V (Line 7). This calculated value is compared to the value of the potential at
the original position (Line 10). If the new position results in an increased potential value,
the new position is accepted. If it is not an improvement, it is accepted with a probability
e��V/✓ (Line 16), where �V represents the change in potential value and ✓ 2 R+ is a
temperature parameter. At each step, the temperature parameter is lowered according to
a cooling schedule ✓i = ✓i�1� ✓

start

repeats (Line 18), meaning that as the algorithm continues,
position changes that lower the overall potential value become less likely. The cooling
schedule, ✓start value, number of repeats, and step size are all heuristics in the algorithm,
which we tuned to balance convergence time and optimality.

Once the positions L0 are calculated, UAVs u 2 Ul are allocated to them using the task
allocation algorithm detailed in (Section 3.2.3). Specifically, a set of tasks is created and
allocated ⌧ = {⌧u1

l1
, ..., ⌧um

l

m

} exactly according to the max-sum algorithm (introduced in
Section 2.1.3) used to allocate UAVs to incidents. This is detailed further in the task
allocation Section (3.2.3) below.

During this placement of the low-level UAVs, the high-level explorer u0 begins its path
planning and following, which we now describe.

8Note that since the final positions calculated are close to optimal (i.e. providing short cumulative
travel times to the locations of the tasks), they are in principle independent of the starting position set
(an intrinsic property of simulated annealing over sufficiently long cooling schedules (Goffe et al., 1992)).
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Algorithm 7 Predictive placement SA algorithm
//Map, list of UAVs, and schedule heuristics form the input arguments//
PlaceUavs(M, Linit, repeats=5000, stepsize=0.5, ✓start=0.3)

1. ✓  ✓start
2. L0  Linit

3. for  in {1, ..., repeats}
4. for x,y in Linit

5. //New position of one UAV calculated a fixed distance from previous
position//

6. x0, y0 NewRandomPosition(Distanceaway = stepsize)
7. origvalue V(M,L0, x, y)
8. newvalue V(M,L0, x0, y0)
9. //Change accepted if new potential value is greater//

10. if newvalue > origvalue
11. Swap(x,y x0, y0 in L0)
12. else
13. //Otherwise, accepted with probability e��V/✓//
14. �V  origvalue� newvalue
15. probability  exp(��V/✓)
16. if probability > RandomFloatBetween(0, 1)
17. Swap(x,y x0, y0 in L0)
18. ✓  ✓ � ✓

start

repeats

19. Return L0
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3.2.2 The Path Planning Algorithm

To discover the locations of incidents I, the high-level UAV must explore the disaster
space using the belief map M, in order to maximise the probability of incident detection.
In other words, the path which it follows must maximise the value of belief integrated
along its length. Furthermore, cycles—that is, repeated loops in the chosen path—in one
area of the space do not help in finding static incidents; so a balance must be created
between exploring areas of high probability and not repeatedly moving over the same
area of the space. As a result, we seek to create an objective function for use by our path
planner which takes both of these factors into account, as well as move from the entropy
map formulation used in previous literature to a belief-map regime.

To this end, we first consider that the result of the function M acting on a location in S
is equivalent to a probability distribution (with higher values reflecting high probability
of an incident– see Equation 3.2). Furthermore, we also consider that the goal of the
planned path is to allow u0 to explore areas of high incident belief (i.e. to position
itself near to where incidents are most likely to be). Consequently, the values obtained
from M can be used as a component of the objective function. Specifically, the high-
level exploration seeks to maximise the value of M along its path, since this represents
increasing the probability of locating an incident. Concurrently, we introduce a penalty
for the creation of waypoints lying close to existing waypoints to avoid cyclic behaviour
by driving the planner away from areas that have been explored already. We define
this penalty function C for a given waypoint s

0
 in the form of symmetrical Gaussian

functions9 around each previous waypoint in the path, which are summed to produce a
negative output from the function C : T ! R�:

C(s

0
 | T ) .

= �
�1X

prev=1

!prevN (s

0
prev

,�2C) (3.6)

Here, we denote the normal Gaussian distribution as N , with the mean argument as
the location of the previous waypoint s

0
prev

, and a fixed covariance argument �2C (for
symmetry around each point). In more detail, the weight !prev is calculated from the
distance @prev�i of each previous waypoint in the path to s

0
, and a preset scale factor

% (used to adjust the magnitude of the repulsive component) shown in Equation 3.7.
The weight of the function is truncated in order to streamline computation time10 to
positions a distance ⇣ from s

0
.

9We select Gaussian functions to show that the cost incurred from each existing waypoint diminishes
with distance.

10A more rigorous approach would accurately reflect the expected occurrence of an incident in an area,
according to some prior distribution over future events—however this is out of the scope of our work.
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!prev
.
=

8
<

:

%
⇣ @prev�i � s if @prev�i < ⇣

0 otherwise

(3.7)

Ideally, one would integrate the objective function along the length of the path to calcu-
late its overall contribution since this represents the infinitesimal sum of contributions
of each point on the belief map. However, we take this opportunity to introduce some
simplifying heuristics to better suit the RRT algorithm to our particular scenario. Spe-
cifically, since the path is calculated in discrete waypoints a short distance apart, we
need not fully compute the integral value. Instead, we can approximate it (and thus
substantially reduce computational complexity) by summing along the waypoints in the
path. This provides an accurate estimate of the integral as long as the scale of the
features of the distribution are sufficiently larger than the waypoint separation, or, in
other words, as long as there are no sharp increases or decreases in the function’s value
in the path between waypoints. This approach also simplifies point-wise calculation of
new waypoints as their contribution to the objective function can be simply added to
the current value, rather than needing to integrate. The objective function at a point in
S, is then simply the maximum of the sum of the value obtained from M, and the cost
value from C, and is defined in the algorithm description as the maximum of the utility
function U .

max

s

0


U(s

0
)

.
= max

s

0


�
M(s

0
) + C(s

0
 | T )

�
(3.8)

We chose an RRT framework based on the modified growth mechanism of Scerri et al.
(2008) (shown in detail in Section 2.3.3) for path planning. As discussed above, RRT
is suitable because it accounts for the lack of a definite end-goal position in the space,
and can grow over the continuous belief map we use here. The exact implementation of
the mechanism is different from that outlined in the original paper (Algorithm 3) only
in the use of a numerical utility (U) to be maximised instead of a cost to be minimised.
In other words, we replace Line 23 with: if n0.utility > best.utility, and references to
“cost” with “utility”. This is logical in the context of a belief map over which we wish to
maximise coverage of areas of high-belief of tasks, and does not impact the form of tree
growth. Note that we refer to waypoints as nodes in the algorithm, in keeping with the
notation used by Scerri et al.

Finally, we note (as before) that we assume perfect incident detection within a fixed
range of the exploratory UAV, as described in Equation 3.1. Once an incident is deemed
detected, task allocation of the low level UAVs is performed according to the algorithm
shown in Section 3.2.3 below.
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3.2.3 The Task Allocation Algorithm

The task allocation algorithm we chose for distributing discovered incidents among UAVs
is the same as outlined in Section 2.1.3; namely a discrete max-sum algorithm. This was
chosen for its decentralised form, empirically established performance guarantees, and
robustness to addition of new tasks. To implement max-sum, we need to specify the
functions computed at the function nodes, to be sent as messages to the variable nodes.
To this end, we select a function to cause the algorithm to reduce the distance the UAVs
travel—and thus the duration—before arriving at an incident, in accordance with the goal
of task assignment in Equation 3.4. Since the function will be maximised, we formulate
this as a reciprocal distance relationship between UAV position and task position (i.e.
maximising the function will minimise the UAV travel time), truncated to a maximum
heuristic value � chosen to avoid unbounded results as the UAV approaches the task:

fj
.
=

8
<

:
� if kL (i)� L (u)k�1 > �

kL (i)� L (u)k�1
otherwise

(3.9)

This function then forms the components of the global utility function F =

P
j fj ori-

ginally described in Equation 2.1, and the max-sum messages exchanged are exactly
as described in Section 2.1.3, outputting an optimal allocation ⌧ ⇤ which maximises F .
This results in the maximisation of the total truncated-reciprocal distance11 between the
incidents and UAVs, giving us our desired behaviour.

Additionally, the prior placement algorithm outlined in Section 3.2.1, uses this task
allocation framework once positions for the UAVs are calculated, to distribute them
among the chosen locations. We achieved this by creating tasks at the predicted locations
for the UAVs to move towards, which were then removed once the UAVs reached their
designated location. The re-use of the same max-sum framework in both areas of the
mechanism ensures the placement of UAVs benefits from the same optimality and speed
as the incident task-allocation (as well as reducing the need for further algorithms).

3.3 Experimental Design

We conduct three experiments in simulation to test and benchmark the algorithms out-
lined in the previous sections:

1. We first examine the effectiveness of our RRT planner in searching for incidents
given a belief map. To do this, we compared RRT to a simple lawnmower coverage

11We reiterate here, that the truncation avoids unbounded results as the UAV approaches the location
of the task, which would cause lim

L(u)!L(i)

�
kL (i)� L (u)k�1� ! 1.
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process (discussed originally in Section 2.3.1) and a situation with perfect inform-
ation where the UAV moves immediately to the locations of the incidents, L (i).
We do this to show that the RRT planner is suited for use over a belief map, since
originally it was used in the slightly different entropy-map scenario (discussed in
Section 2.3.3), and that it outperforms the simple coverage scenario.

2. We next examine the behaviour of the path planner further, by testing how the time
to respond to incidents is affected by the form of the belief map (i.e. the covariances
of the Gaussian components). We do this to examine the relationship between the
form of the belief data, and the effect on the efficiency of the planning algorithm;
thus reflecting the variations in real-world belief map scenarios the algorithm may
be applied to. Specifically, we examine how the spread of the distribution around
isolated incidents affects the speed at which the high-level UAV can locate them.

3. We integrate all the components of our combined system and compare it to several
variations that replace the max-sum allocation with a greedy mechanism, and the
RRT planner with a coverage method; as well as removing the prior-placement
algorithm. We do this to examine whether our combined method is more effect-
ive at minimising t than these benchmarks, and also to examine the individual
contributions to the performance of the system by each component.

Since the aim of our work is to reduce the response time t, we used a built-in software
based timer to record the duration of completion of the three experiments. The experi-
ments themselves are discussed in details in Section 3.4, where we also elaborate on the
benchmarks used.

For the purpose of these experiments, we model the belief map M as a sum of bivariate
Gaussian distributions in 2D Euclidean coordinates, since probability distributions over a
space commonly resemble the normal—or Gaussian—form (Caselli et al., 2001). Incident
locations were selected by sampling from the distribution. In Equation 3.10 below,
we denote the relative weight of the ith component of the distribution as �i, and the
component’s mean vector and covariance matrix as µi and �2i respectively.

M .
=

X

i

�i · N (µi,�
2
i ) (3.10)

For the message passing between path planner and path execution process, and between
agents for the task allocation algorithm, the open source ROS12 package was used with
Python13 scripts. These were chosen for both their versatility, and also their resemb-
lance to APIs deployed on real UAV platforms. Each agent operated its own separate
computational process to best reflect their physical separation in real world situations,

12
http://www.ros.org/wiki/.

13
http://www.python.org.

http://www.ros.org/wiki/
http://www.python.org
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and communications are simulated via ROS message threads. Exact specifications of
repeat runs are detailed below. We measure path planner performance based on time to
discover all incidents, and the performance of the whole system by how long it takes for
all incidents to be attended to.

3.4 Results and Empirical Evaluation

Below, we describe in detail the results from the three experiments we performed; namely
two specific examinations of the performance of the path planner and a combined test
showing the efficacy of the whole mechanism.

3.4.1 Path Planner Performance

Our first experiment tested the performance of incident discovery—ensuring the viability
of our belief-map using RRT implementation—via the methods of:

• RRT (presented in Section 3.2.2).

• A lawnmower coverage method, moving in stripes to cover the whole space (Section
2.3.1) shown schematically in Figure 3.2. This was uncoordinated, and began from
a randomised starting location.

• A perfect information straight-line approach that directed u0 directly to the incid-
ents.

Results were taken over a two-component Gaussian belief map which was kept constant
throughout the experiment. This map was chosen primarily for computational simpli-
city in establishing initial performance measures, while not being as straightforward for
planning as a single Gaussian distribution. We collected results independently from 200
runs for statistical significance.

In more detail, we benchmarked our algorithm against an algorithm with perfect inform-
ation of incident locations, where the path simply traverses the exact incident positions
via straight lines, and a naïve lawnmower-style coverage method. This latter method
runs in parallel paths up and down the y axis, while moving a small distance in the
positive direction on the x axis when it reaches the top and bottom boundaries of the
space. The distance between these paths (namely, the distance moved along the x axis
after each vertical section) is equal to the sensing area width � of the high-level UAV,
ensuring complete coverage.

Results are presented in Figure 3.3, along with error bars showing the standard errors
of the means of the results. To interpret these results we note that as more targets
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the form of a typical “lawnmower” style sweep search, with
incremental movement across the search space.

Figure 3.3: Results for discovery time of 1, 2, 5, and 10 incidents using either the RRT
method, perfect information, or a simple lawnmower procedure. Error bars calculated

using standard error of the mean.

are introduced, the relative density of targets in the space increases, resulting in rel-
atively less sharp increases in exploration time (since the explorer need not necessarily
move further to discover more tasks). This is particularly apparent in the lawnmower
case. Since the lawnmower traverses the space at a continuous rate, the time it takes to
reach incidents depends entirely on their distance from its starting position. The RRT
algorithm substantially outperforms this method by targeting only those areas of high
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Figure 3.4: Example belief map with exploratory path overlay, showing the explor-
atory planner’s ability to seek out the various areas of higher belief in the Gaussian

mixture. Colour scale represents probability density.

belief, performing more than twice as well as the lawnmower technique for the ten target
case (see Figure 3.3).

For illustration purposes, an example of an exploratory path produced over a belief map
is shown in Figure 3.4, where areas of high belief are shown in redder shading. Notice
that the path tends to follow the peaks in the distribution and has reached the two
smaller Gaussian components in the left of the search space.

3.4.2 RRT Performance Dependence on Belief Map Spread

In order to determine the effect of the size of the covariances of the distribution on incid-
ent discovery time, an additional experiment was performed on single incident discovery.
In reality, a wider spread in a distribution could correspond to less precise knowledge of
the belief of an incident. We collected data over 600 runs averaged over four different
distribution widths14 at increasing distance from the origin of the explorer. From the
results in Figure 3.5, we can see that narrower Gaussian distributions (i.e. with smaller
covariances) increases discovery time; this is because wider distributions allow the RRT

14i.e. increasing values of the variance of the Gaussian component in M (Equation3.10).
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Figure 3.5: Discovery time differences due to change in width of Gaussian component.
Errors bars calculated using standard error of the mean.

planner to obtain rewards from moving in the direction of the incident at greater dis-
tances. We refine our path planning models in subsequent chapters, in part to address
this incongruity: one would expect perhaps, that in a real scenario a wider distribution
indicated greater uncertainty, and would therefore lead to longer discovery times.

We discovered from empirical evaluation of the trees being produced by the RRT al-
gorithm (that produce the path T ) that minimal branching occurred compared to that
described by Scerri et al. (2008) in their original work. Specifically, branching paths in
the tree were seldom longer than a single waypoint in length. This indicates the tree
is growing over a restricted region of S and therefore possibly failing to reach isolated
sharp peaks. We use this knowledge to improve on the exploration reformulation in our
extended, coordinated, exploration algorithm in Section 4.2.

3.4.3 Combined Mechanism Performance

Here, we evaluate the performance of all three components outlined in Section 3.2, to
determine the benefits of our combined scheme using the path planning, task allocation,
and prior placement techniques to reduce the travel time t of UAVs in u 2 Ul to position
themselves at the locations of the incidents i 2 I. In this way we show the advantage
of our system and its applicability to real world disasters requiring fast response to
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Figure 3.6: Sample of branching RRT path plan, with thick line showing selected
trajectory. Note the relatively small number of branches.

incidents. Specifically, six methods were compared to determine which produced the
lowest total time for incident discovery and attendance. The results are shown in Figure
3.7 for the following scenarios:

Explorative algorithm Predictive Task allocation algorithm
Abbreviation Lawnmower RRT placement Greedy Max-sum

PI ————Perfect information scenario————
LG X X
RG X X
RM X X
RPG X X X
RPM X X X

Table 3.1: Table of abbreviations in the description of the experiment in this section,
and how they relate to the algorithms used.

Regarding the benchmarks used, the lawnmower method was identical to that employed
in Experiment 1, whereas the task allocation benchmarks were a simple greedy mech-
anism, and the result of the perfect-information scenario described below. The greedy
mechanism relies on each low-level UAV seeking to minimise its own fj value (Equation
3.9) without regard for the other UAVs in the area (i.e. without any co-operative message
passing). The absolute lower time bound for incident attendance—defined in our scenario
as perfect-information (PI)—by the prior placement of UAVs over the incidents before
exploration has concluded: namely a prior placement allocation coinciding exactly with
the incidents themselves. Additionally, as above, the exploratory UAV moves in straight
lines from the exact location of incident-to-incident. In contrast, those combinations
without any prior placement used randomised starting locations for the task responder
UAVs. We note the lack of comparable state-of-the-art work in this area since such a
combination of work has never been attempted previously (as discussed in Section 2.4).

The experiment was performed over a constant number of five incidents, with a set of
five task-allocation UAVs, so that we did not have to consider the length of time a UAV
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Figure 3.7: Combined time for different mechanisms to discover all incidents and have
them attended by UAVs. Times in seconds.

was positioned over an incident to complete its task (as discussed in 3.1). Performance
was measured against cumulative incident response time as described in Equation 3.3,
with lower values being more favourable.

Experimental results showed an improvement in lower values of t over simpler alternatives
to the framework we propose. As expected, the complete RPM procedure outperforms
all other combinations of process considered here except that with perfect information.
The improvement varied from a factor of (at most) 350% between RPM and LG, and
at least 25% between RPM and RPG. Even the RG method (which discounts predictive
placement and uses only greedy task allocation) outperforms the LG method that does
not use the explorative RRT path planner.

The slightly larger error bars for the RRT methods reflects the stochastic nature of this
method. The addition of max-sum task allocation or predictive placement to the RRT
algorithm resulted in a time reduction of almost 50% in each case (compare RG to RM
and RPG), clearly demonstrating the benefit of employing a non-greedy task allocation
method and a prior placement algorithm. Although the prior placement algorithm ap-
pears to be more valuable overall to the mechanism (with RPG outperforming RM by
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an average of 13.3 seconds) the two results have overlapping error bars, leading us to
conclude that they are of almost equal importance in the overall mechanism. The RPM
mechanism represents a further 30% increase in performance over the next best (RPG)
mechanism, suggesting that the contributions from the prior placement and the max-
sum task allocation are not linearly additive because of diminishing returns from the
combination of multiple mechanisms.

Finally, we note that the perfect information procedure performed on average 42.1
seconds faster than our RPG mechanism; suggesting an upper-bound to the solution
of our problem. We conclude that the combined mechanism we present is shown to
perform in accordance with Criteria 1–2 (see Section 3.5 for further discussion).

During the course of these experiments, we observed that an emergent feature of the RRT
paths planned was the relatively small amount of branching in the tree created before a
path was selected (as discussed previously in Figure 3.6), regardless of the tuning of the
various parameters such as the priority calculation function and the previous waypoint
cost weighting parameter ⇣. Although the path planning performed well, it was seen that
branches were rarely longer than a single waypoint away from the main path. Branching
behaviour is desirable since generally, many different paths must be considered to find
the optimal route through the space and a lack of branching severely restricts the overall
area covered by the RRT process. This was due to the interplay between the simple
heuristic for driving new paths away from previous paths (outlined in Equation 3.6) and
the utility calculation. We address this issue explicitly in our reformulation in Section
5.3 where a more principled update mechanism for areas of the map that have been
previously explored solves this anomalous behaviour and results in further branching
into the space. Another undesirable behaviour was the occasional instance of the path
planner getting stuck in a certain position and repeatedly expanding a single node despite
the priority penalties for doing so. This is again related to the calculation of the cost
function (Equation 3.6) of creating a new waypoint in T close to existing points in the
path, since previous nodes would necessarily have more neighbours than those at the
frontier of the path. In subsequent work (beginning with Section 4.2), the refinement
of our path-planning algorithm addresses this problem implicitly by reformulating the
algorithm in line with the extension of our scenario to multiple explorative agents.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the method and results for the first combined mech-
anism for the discovery and allocation of tasks for a team of heterogeneous UAVs, and
demonstrated its usefulness in simulation. In particular, we have shown that the system
outperforms lawnmower path and greedy task allocation algorithms, as well as providing
a further time saving in incident response through the use of a prior placement algorithm.
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Referring to our requirements detailed in Section 1.1, we have demonstrated the following
in terms of the research criteria:

Criterion 1: Heterogeneity Throughout each of our experiments we have consist-
ently treated our simulated UAVs as heterogeneous between the high-level u0 2 Uh

and low-level u 2 Ul vehicles, by assigning them different algorithms to determine
their behaviour (i.e. RRT for the high-level, and prior-placement and max-sum for
the low-level).

Criterion 2: Belief Data Use Belief data has been used in our assignment of prior
placement positions to the low-level UAVs, and in planning the explorative path
of the high-level UAV (see Lines 7 and 8 in Algorithm 7 and Equation 3.8 re-
spectively). We fulfilled the need for responding to tasks by assigning incidents
discovered by the high-level UAV as tasks to the low-level UAVs in simulation.
These were then attended while trying to minimise the total time for the group
according to Equation 3.3. We fulfilled the need for UAV prior-placement by using
a simulated-annealing algorithm in our simulations to generate positions using the
belief map, and the same max-sum task allocation framework for incidents to drive
the low-level UAVs to these locations.

Furthermore, we have fulfilled the research requirements detailed in Section 1.1 to the
following standards:

R1: Decentralised Autonomy We have shown decentralised autonomous behaviour
in the low-level UAVs by using a fully decentralised task allocation algorithm to
coordinate multiple heterogeneous simulated UAVs. We discuss the inclusion of
further high-level UAVs to aid exploration in Chapters 4 and 5 below in a discretised
and then a continuous search-space respectively.

R2: Coordination UAVs in our scenario coordinate explicitly to perform task-response
to incidents as they are discovered, with the global goal of minimising the time
taken for each incident to be reached. Nonetheless, there remains the need for
coordinating explorative agents as per this requirement, and Criterion 3.

R3: Scalability We have shown the capability of the system to cope with seven UAVs
in total, and detail in subsequent chapters how we extend the algorithm to allow
multiple explorative UAVs in addition to those completing tasks in this model.

Additionally, to inform future work on improving our exploration algorithm, we have
noted emergent behaviour of small amounts of branching in the RRT planner. In order
to account for this, and in order to meet Criterion 3, we go on to reformulate our
explorative algorithm to allow for coordination in Section 4.2.
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Having established the groundwork for the combined mechanism, we next seek to address
the situation where there are multiple explorative UAVs present. This is a logical progres-
sion towards a more realistic system since we already account for multiple task-attending
UAVs, and the combination of algorithms should be robust to the different availability
of differing numbers of UAVs in a disaster space. Multiple explorative agents require a
substantial reformulation of the exploration problem to overcome situations where mul-
tiple agents tend to explore the same area. Furthermore, we have not yet considered in
detail the problem of incident discovery, since we currently use a simple distance metric
to determine whether an incident has been identified by the exploratory UAV—i.e. an
incident is considered discovered when the exploratory UAV is within a certain range
of its location (representing the sensing range). Considering real-world applications, the
exact nature of an ‘incident’—specifically those at a single fixed location—in a disaster
scenario is not intuitive and can be regarded as a relatively crude representation of the
complexities of a broad area with various likelihoods for casualties or victim deaths.

In the next chapter, we seek to address both these issues by constructing a more nuanced
model of the dynamics of the disaster environment, formulating the problem of exploring
this area for the purposes of saving as many lives as possible, and introduce our solution
to the problem in the form of a multi-UAV explorative path-planner that builds on work
introduced in Section 2.3.





Chapter 4

The Coordinated Explorative Path

Planning Mechanism

So far, we have assumed a single explorative UAV to be responsible for locating incidents
and initiating them as tasks for the lower-level UAVs to attend. In order to discover
incidents more quickly, multiple coordinated explorative UAVs may be deployed in a
disaster situation (as per Criterion 3 laid out in Section 1.1). This would allow quicker
exploration of an area and thus reduce the total time to discover incidents. However, if
further explorative UAVs are introduced, an addition to the path planning is needed to
establish the co-operative method by which the explorers traverse the environment. We
seek to address this in the following sections where we introduce the first coordinated
tree-search path planning algorithm. In order to do so, we note some restrictions to
simplistic approaches that we must overcome.

In more detail, a naïve approach would involve a simple partitioning method where the
area is divided between the explorers who then have no further interaction. However, in
general, this approach would not be optimal since it neglects the benefits of co-operative
targeting of the areas of the map with highest belief; namely that different UAVs can
respond to disparate areas simultaneously. These areas may not be distributed evenly,
and will require quick attendance by UAVs. We outline how our coordinated method
solves these problems in Section 4.2 and evaluate its performance in Section 4.3.

Furthermore, through careful formulation of the problem and further consideration of the
type of data available to responders, we introduce a more concrete motivating scenario;
where we specifically consider the different data available to first responders from crowd
reporting. As a result, we formulate a coordinated UAV explorative path planner that
utilises a modified form of belief information to model realistic disaster scenarios. We
build this onto an MDP framework according to our findings from subsection 2.3.4,
because it allows explicit forward-planning and step-wise coordination.

61
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4.1 Coordinated Path Planning Problem Formulation

The overarching aim of disaster response work is to minimise the loss to human life
in the disaster area. To this end, we consider the exploration of a disaster situation
where we require that UAVs focus on areas of perceived danger, but also where these
regions intersect with likely occupation by people (Adler et al., 2014; Macintyre et al.,
2011; Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, 2011). The rationale here, is that, data about a
region containing known hazards (for example, high levels of radiation or severe building
damage) is only useful in preserving human life when it is known or believed that there are
likely to be persons in the vicinity of a hazard; or will be at some future time. Moreover,
research shown that quick attendance to casualties in disasters significantly increases
survivability (Fawcett and Oliveira, 2000; Hoffmann and Tomlin, 2010; Tadokoro, 2009).

We give the example of radiation as a possible manifestation of danger in a disaster
scenario. In principle, we can extend this to any phenomenon that is present over an
extended area and represents some risk to human life. This general approach could then
represent several types of hazard in a disaster area, such as flooding, fire, chemical spills,
or risk from earthquake-damaged buildings. At this point, we consider both the location
of such hazards and the distribution of people as static. Such an assumption can be
justified in scenarios with slow-changing conditions (relative to the time taken by the
UAVs to explore) and where people are likely to be trapped in certain locations.1 This
work is the first example of danger and population data being used in this way. We also
note the decomposition of the search space into a cellular form, to accommodate our
MDP solution.

As a result, we consider the problem of exploring a uniform � ⇥  sized grid world, S
formed of cells,2 cxy 2 S. Each cell cxy contains an unknown number of people, pxy 2 Z⇤,
and a scalar value dxy 2 [0, 1], denoting the danger in the cell as the probability of each
person occupying that cell dying in the next time step (i.e. with a danger of d = 0.1 a
cell initially containing 100 people would see 10 of them “dying” in the next time step).
Time steps are denoted by an integer value t 2 Z⇤, with subsequent steps referred to by
adding integer values; for example t + 1. If a value depends on time, this is denoted in
parenthesis; i.e. pxy (t).

The area S is explored by a UAV in the set of UAVs Uh = {u1, . . . , u⌘} that traverse
S from cell to cell once per time step.3 Each UAV is equipped with sensors capable
of accurately detecting people and danger inside one cell at any given time step: i.e.

1In particular we believe this specifically relates to disasters caused by—for instance—flooding or
earthquakes, where building collapse or environmental hazards prevent survivors from being able to
move around freely.

2Cells are indexed for their horizontal and vertical position respectively by xy.
3Since in this chapter we only consider the UAVs introduced in Section 3.1 as high-level explorers

(a single example of which was previously denoted u

0), we henceforth omit the apostrophe mark for
simplicity and refer to a single UAV as u or u



, where  denotes a generic index.
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they return the values of pxy and dxy with no uncertainty (we discuss the implications of
this below). Each UAV, u, selects its own trajectory T ✓ S with contiguous borders,
through the area, forming the set of all UAV trajectories T = {T1, . . . , T⌘}. To address
the issue of double-counting the values in each cell,4 we introduce the union of all the
trajectories in the set T as T (T) =

S
T


2T T. Additionally, we impose constraints
on the length of each UAV’s planned trajectory to account for limits on battery life.
If the maximum number of cells that can be traversed due to the battery limitations
of the th UAV is denoted b 2 Z+ then the maximum trajectory length is simply
| T | b8 2 {1, . . . , ⌘}.

With this in mind, we formulate the multi-UAV exploration problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) (as per our discussion in Section 2.3.4), comprising a tuple
hS,A,R, P i of states S, actions A, reward R, and transition probabilities P , which we
define below. Since the UAVs are not aware in advance of the ground-truth values of
pxy and dxy in each cell, computations are instead made using prior belief-data about
the expected number of people p̄xy 2 R⇤ and the expectation value of the probability of
death (also known as the death-rate) in a given time step:

¯dxy 2 [0, 1] (4.1)

We also consider a binary variable oxy 2 {0, 1} denoting the visibility of the cell: i.e.
whether it has been observed by a UAV. This allows us to construct the tuple sxy to
denote the state of a cell cxy:

sxy = hp̄xy, ¯dxy, oxy,i

The set of these for all cells in S forms the global state variable of cells s = {s00, . . . , s��1 �1}.
With this constructed, we next formulate an update procedure for the expectation value
of the number of people in a given cell after a given time step t by computing the
product of the current expected number of people and the probability of survival (i.e.
the complement of the probability of death):

p̄xy(t+ 1) = p̄xy(t)(1� ¯dxy) (4.2)

Here, ¯dxy for the next time step is dependent on whether a cell has been observed. If so,
we consider the danger to reduce to zero, since first responders can then be aware of the
need to rescue the people occupying that cell:

4Specifically, we seek to avoid repeated observation of the same high-value cells by different UAVs.
Thus, by taking the union of trajectories, we ensure only unique observations contribute to the utility
function.
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¯dxy(t+ 1) =

8
<

:
0 if oxy (t) = 1

¯dxy (t) otherwise
(4.3)

This assumption need not hold in general, however it is a convenient way of indicating
that no further utility can be derived from revisiting a cell once it has been observed. In
order to correctly describe the likelihood of incidents occurring once an area has already
been explored, significantly more data and examples from real disasters would need to
be studied and modelled; something beyond the scope of our contributions.

We note for completeness the logical extension of equation 4.2 to times at an arbitrary
point in the future t0:

p̄xy
�
t0
�
= p̄xy (t)

�
1� ¯dxy

�t0�t (4.4)

We record the set of positions of each UAV u 2 Uh at time t as g (t) 2 S, which we
denote as members of the vector of all UAV positions:

g(t) = (g1(t), . . . , g⌘(t))

where the indices on each g correspond to the indices of the UAV at that location.
Additionally, we record the set of unique UAV locations as the union of the elements of
g as:

G (t) =

⌘[

=1

{g (t)}

Thus, the state of the map at a time t is a tuple s̃ (t) 2 S comprising the state of each
cell, and the position of each UAV:

s̃ (t) = hs (t) , g (t)i

The action vectors enabling the UAVs to transition from cell to cell are defined as a =

( ,!, ", #) for each UAV u, (each arrow representing the direction of motion) with the
constraint imposed that the available actions are restricted to agents at the edge of the
grid world (i.e. explicitly where the UAV occupies a cell cxy where x = 0 or �, or y =

0 or  ) so that they do not have the action available to cross out of the grid area. At
any given time, the vector denoting all possible UAV actions is given by a = (a1, . . . , a⌘),
and represents all possible combinations of movement available to all UAVs.
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As a result, we formulate the immediate reward to all UAVs at time step t as a function
of the expected number of people saved due to UAV observation: we require the UAVs
to locate not just areas of high population, but areas of population where death rates
are likely to diminish the number of survivors at subsequent times.5 Specifically, this is
the product of the expected number of people in a cell multiplied by the death rate in
that cell, summed over all unique cells where a UAV is present (i.e. all members of the
set G):

R (t) =
X

G(t)

p̄xy(t)⇥ ¯dxy

Over an infinite time horizon, we consider the sum of expected rewards for each time
step:

1X

t=0

R (t) =
1X

t=0

X

c
xy

2G(t)

p̄xy(t)⇥ ¯dxy

Since G is itself dependent on the trajectory of each UAV (i.e. the cell each UAV occupies
at any time t) this is equivalent to:

1X

t=0

R (t) =
X

c
xy

(t)2T (T)

p̄xy(t)⇥ ¯dxy (4.5)

We note here the implications of determinism of detection of people in our model.
Whilst the construction below relies on expected values of reward for the exploration
of a cell—since we cannot, in advance, know the true conditions on the ground (implied
above in the unknown quantities pxy and dxy)—we can still consider our MDP model
deterministic, with the following justification. All planning in our decision making pro-
cesses can only rely on the expected value of cell reward. Once a cell has been visited, and
the true reward discovered, further exploration of the cell in our model yields no further
reward (see below). Furthermore, we do not consider correlation between adjacent cells.
As a result, planning is not affected upon discovery of the true reward of visiting a cell,
and we can therefore consider the prediction of future expected reward deterministic.
We return now, to the discussion of the solution in the context of the available actions
for each UAV.

5Intuitively, there is very little to be gained from a UAV observing a large group of survivors in an
area where there is no danger. We acknowledge the potential ethics of balancing a small group of people
in a large amount of danger with a large group of people in a small amount of danger, but the resolution
of this dilemma is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Finally, we formulate the standard MDP Bellman optimality equation as defined previ-
ously in Equation 2.5, where we elect to denote R’s dependence on the actions and state
space (which themselves depend on t):

Q(a, s) = R (a, s) +
X

s0

P
�
s0 | a, s

�
max

a0
Q
�
a0, s0

�

In our case, we do not require the diminishing-returns term � to ensure Q (a, s) is finite,
since the diminishing value of examining a cell further in the future is expressed in the
reduction of the expected number of people as a result of the death-rate term; which is
incorporated in the reward function. In other words, Q (a, s) cannot exceed the number
of people alive in the space, given s.

We also do not require the explicit sum over various states since the transition probability
P between states given a fixed action is (as discussed above) deterministic; thus reducing
the summation term to unity. While this simplifies the form of the action value function,
we still require the result be optimal according to:

Q(a, s) = R (a, s) + max

a0
Q0 �a0, s0

�
(4.6)

from which we obtain the optimal action: a⇤ = argmaxaQ to maximise current and
future reward. While ostensibly a simplification of a typical MDP formulation, the
problem is far from trivial as the joint action space a grows as an exponent of the
number ⌘ of UAVs in the system, namely:

kak _ a⌘ (4.7)

We address this issue in the following section, where we outline our solution.

4.2 Solution Formulation

In this section, we address the problem defined above by introducing a novel multi-agent
planning algorithm, based on the MCTS algorithm described in Chapter 2. This is done
to address the shortfall in the work in Chapter 3 in addressing Criterion 3 of Section 1.1;
calling for multiple explorative UAVs searching the disaster space. A naïve approach to
such a problem would be to create a joint action tree between all UAVs in the search
space. In this scenario, each tree node would represent a combination of actions available
to all UAVs in the search-space at each time step. Such a large joint-action solution is,
in practice, computationally intractable since it suffers an exponential branching factor
with additional UAVs—namely of order a⌘.
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Figure 4.1: Example factor graph and corresponding action-space trees created from
four UAVs.

Since a regular MCTS would seek to visit each node of this vast search-space at least
once, a novel multi-agent path planning algorithm can be introduced using factored
joint actions: the Coordinated Monte Carlo Tree-Search approach or Co-MCTS. In more
detail, we extend the basic MCTS growth procedure (introduced in Algorithm 4) by
the creation of joint-action trees between neighbouring (spatially close) UAVs. This
approximation of local interaction means the search space is suitably restricted to allow
for computationally tractable solution selection. In order to coordinate between local
trees, we employ a max-sum implementation during the growth stage of the trees to
both synchronise and optimise future planning. In the section below we outline in detail
how the joint action trees are generated, expanded, and used to select the optimal action
for each UAV.

4.2.1 The Coordinated Tree Search Algorithm

In choosing to exploit spatial locality in UAV interactions, we simplify the search-space
considerably by only coordinating between spatially proximate UAVs at any given time.
This reduces the size of each joint action tree, and means that in a real scenario the
onboard computers of the UAVs can be computing different trees, in parallel, within
the team. Recalling that having multiple UAVs search the same cells in the space offers
no additional benefit, we can summarise the coordination as ensuring that locally, each
UAV has a distinct area to search in the space. As such, the first step of the coordination
algorithm is to determine which sub-groups of UAVs need to coordinate their actions at
a given time, by working out whether they could occupy the same cell in the search space
in the subsequent time step. We now outline the formation of these sub-groups.
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Algorithm 8 Joint action graph creation
J (G)

1. N = ;
2. for u in Uh

3. thisN {u}
4. //For each other UAV from  to the last UAV n//
5. for u+i from u to u⌘
6. //Spatial separation heuristic//
7. if spacebetween (u, u+i)  2

8. append (thisN, u+i)

9. endif
10. endfor
11. append (N, thisN)

12. endfor
13. Return N
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The coordinated MCTS algorithm begins by calculating which agents require coordin-
ation with their neighbours, leading to the form of the agent-based factor graph con-
structed in the joint-action creation function J (Line 2), detailed fully in Algorithm
8. The purpose of this stage is that the resulting groups of UAVs will form the basis
of the factor graph used in the max-sum calculation (Line 14 in Algorithm 9). The
result of J is represented by a set N = {n1, . . . , n<⌘} that represents the domain of
the function nodes to be coordinated. Specifically, each member of N contains a set of
actions corresponding to a group of UAVs that require coordination. In more detail, for
some set of neighbouring UAVs—for example {u1, u2, . . . , u}—the possibility exists of
g1 (t+ 1) = g2 (t+ 1) = . . . = g (t+ 1) at the next time step t+ 1 of a simulation.6 In
this case, the corresponding element in N—say ni— would be the set of actions available
to these UAVs: ni = {a1, a2, . . . , a}. Notice that since a UAV may interact with more
than one neighbour, the condition

S
n


2N n = G must hold, whereas
T

n


2N n = ;
will, in general, not. Trees are grown for each n in N, each of which in turn represents
the factors in the max-sum graph connected to the variables representing the available
actions of the UAVs. Growth is performed � times.

An example situation is detailed in Figure 4.1, demonstrating four UAVs Uh = {u1, . . . , u4}
of which the first three and the last two may—at the next time step—occupy the
same space. Thus the two resulting factor nodes have domains belonging to the set
N = {n1, n2} = {{a1, a2, a3}, {a3, a4}} and form two trees representing joint actions,
which are to be grown concurrently. In the figure, four expansions of each initial node
have been made representing available combinations of actions performed by each agent
connected to that factor node.

The creation of the parent nodes representative of these factors can be seen in Line 6
in Algorithm 9. Following this, the creation and growth of branches is performed inside
the loop beginning at Line 8. This begins by exploring down each tree, starting from
the parent node, to determine which node to branch on next. Similar to the regular
MCTS detailed in Chapter 2, this begins by selecting nodes which have hitherto not
been fully expanded: that is, there remain neighbouring action states that have not yet
been branched to previously. The total number of neighbouring actions ⌫ from a given
action node is of order ⌫ =

Q
a
�

2n
↵

| a� | for a tree corresponding to factor node n↵,
simplifying to ⌫ =| a� ||n↵

| when all UAVs in the set have the same number of available
actions.7 Thus, the operation of the function:

fullyexpanded(node) =

8
<

:
True if e = ⌫

False otherwise

6We note here a slight abuse of notation, since these nodes serve as functions within a factor graph
rather than simply a set of actions. Since we factor locally, the functions depend only on the actions in
each n and so we omit the function notation for clarity.

7We use | x | on any set x to denote cardinality.
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Algorithm 9 Coordinated MCTS
//MCTS Coordination framework
CoMCTS (G,S, t = 0)

1. for t in [1, . . . , tf ]
2. N J (G)

3. Nr  ;
4. for n in N

5. //Root nodes recorded//
6. append(Nr) createnode (n)
7. endfor
8. for eachstep in [1, . . . ,�]

9. //Record nodes to be expanded, and nodes already expanded, beginning from
root//

10. nodestoexpand Nr

11. nodesexpanded ;
12. while nodestoexpand 6= ;
13. //Return of max-sum function dictates actions to perform as per Section 4.2.2

(example below)//
14. actionstoperform maxsum (N, nodestoexpand)
15. for eachnode in nodesexpanded
16. rolloutaction actionforthisnode (actionstoperform)

17. performaction (rolloutaction, eachnode)
18. endfor
19. //Expansion of tree nodes– similar to standard MCTS//
20. for eachnode in nodestoexpand
21. nodeaction actionforthisnode (actionstoperform)

22. newnode createchildnode (eachnode, nodeaction)
23. //Node considered fully expanded if all available actions expanded on (subject

to boundaries of exploration area)//
24. if fullyexpanded (eachnode) = True
25. remove (eachnode, nodestoexpand)
26. append (eachnode, nodesexpanded)
27. endif
28. endfor
29. endwhile
30. //Rollout policy carried out as per Algorithm 10//
31. for eachnode in nodesexpanded
32. rollout(newnode)
33. backpropagate(newnode)
34. endfor
35. endfor
36. for eachfactor in N

37. //Best first action selected according to highest reward //
38. Return (bestactions (eachfactor))
39. endfor
40. endfor
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where e is the number of previous expansions of that node.

Node selection for expansion and growth is then performed using the factor graph as an
input for the max-sum algorithm (Line 14).

The rollout portion of the MCTS is traditionally a coarse estimate of the effect of future
actions as the result of exploring a particular node in the action space. In this example,
we base the rollout on a random-walk through the action space starting at the node just
expanded, biased in the direction of the last action taken. This method has the benefit
of showing not just the contribution of any random series of actions, but of taking more
actions similar to the one represented by the frontier node (for each UAV). Intuitively, a
purely random rollout from one node in a joint action tree will be insignificantly different
from a rollout from any similar node. Conversely, our rollout policy contributes to the
exploration value of a node by indicating possible future reward through continued tree
expansion with a preference for repetitions of the action itself. In spatial terms, the
rollout explores a random path biased in the direction of the action node expanded
upon, yielding future reward information about the spatial region in that direction.

We design the algorithm to plan on-line and re-calculate the optimum action at each time-
step. In this way we have no requirement of a priori knowledge of future coordination
requirements (as well as built-in robustness to temporal changes in the map), since
UAVs re-plan according to their local neighbours each time step. Although not tested
for explicitly, we note that this approach ensures communications between UAVs need
not be excessive. We note existing literature has shown at-length that max-sum in
particular is robust to low bandwidth and irregular message-passing (Delle Fave et al.,
2012a; Farinelli et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2011). In practice we envisage that where a
group of UAVs share a tree, a single member of that group will handle the growth and
planning of the joint actions.

In order to better outline the functionality of the coordination and growth of the joint-
action trees, we now give an example of a max-sum coordination between two trees;
followed by the method of expansion of the tree.

4.2.2 Max-Sum Action Selection Example

Consider three agents {u1, u2, u3} = Uh (simplified from our example earlier for ease of
comprehension) each able to perform an action to move in a certain direction a = ("
,!, #, ) where the index  corresponds to the index of the agent. We consider joint
actions between agents 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 represented by the cartesian products of the
agents’ action sets: a1⇥a2 and a2⇥a3. The utility of these joint actions are represented
by function nodes in the factor graph in Figure 4.2: {n1, n2} = N respectively.
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Figure 4.2: A simple factor graph used in the max-sum coordination example below.
Here two joint action trees (n1 and n2) are maintained for three agents (u1, u2 and u3).

Algorithm 10 Rollout
//Performs rollout random walk biased in direction of node’s expansion
Rollout(node, direction)

1. biasvalue 0.3
2. prevposition node.position
3. averagereward node.reward
4. for i in [1, . . . , steps] then
5. //Check for bias threshold//
6. if random[0, 1]<biasvalue:
7. //Keeps moving in same direction//
8. newdirection direction
9. else:

10. newdirection select-uniform-probability (u, d, l, r)
11. //Updates reward on the node rolled out//
12. newposition position (newdirection, prevposition)
13. newnode node (newposition)
14. averagereward updateaverage (averagereward, newnode.reward)
15. True newnode.seen
16. prevposition newposition
17. endfor
18. Return (averagereward)
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To illustrate a simple example of max-sum coordination in this situation, we show a
simple case where the action space is restricted to two actions per agent: a = (!, ).
We further define the function node utilities as the following:

n1 u1 ! u1  
u2 ! 1 2

u2  4 1

and
n2 u2 ! u2  

u3 ! 3 6
u3  1 4

such that (for example) the utility for n1 should u1 move right and u2 move left would
be 4. In practice, the values of the utilities would be calculated by the total expected
number of people to be found in the cells reached by the selected joint actions (as per
Equation 4.5). We can alternatively express this as a pair of vectors:

n1 =

2

66664

1

4

2

1

3

77775
and n2 =

2

66664

3

1

6

4

3

77775
(4.8)

Here the elements in each vector correspond to joint actions of: (!!,! , !,  )

respectively (for instance, the third element of n2 represents the utility of agent 2 moving
left, and agent 3 moving right).

Referring to the standard messages passed in max-sum coordination (Section 2.1.3), we
define messages passed from function nodes to variable nodes:

r�!↵ (a↵) = max

a

�

\↵

0

@n� (a�) +
X

↵02N(�)\↵

q↵0!�

1

A (4.9)

where (as usual) the sum is performed over the received messages from all connected
nodes except the one being messaged. Here we denote function indices with � and
variable indices with ↵ (as before). As such, a↵ represents the available actions of agent
u↵, and a� represents the available action vector for the other variables connected to
utility n� . Finally we note the function N (�) describing the neighbouring variables to
function n� .

We then recall that the messages passed from variable nodes back to function nodes is
defined as follows:

q↵!� =

X

�02N(↵)\�

r�0!↵ (a↵) (4.10)
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In this example the messages are initialised with zeros passed from the variables (agents)
to the function nodes as vectors. Beginning with these, the following demonstrates the
messages sent and received in this example:

1. q1!1 = (0, 0)

2. q2!1 = (0, 0)

3. q2!2 = (0, 0)

4. q3!2 = (0, 0)

5. r1!2 = (2, 4) This represents the utilities of the best two options from the vector
n1 for each possible action from u2.

6. r2!2 = (3, 6) This represents the utilities of the best two options from the vector
n2 for each possible action from u2. In this instance, the choice is between the
maxima of outcomes for !! and ! , and  ! and   .

7. q2!1 = (3, 6) Nominally a2 sums its received messages from every node except the
recipient to send onwards. In this instance, it simply has to relay the message
previously received from n2 onwards to n1 since only these nodes are connected.

8. r1!1 (10, 7) Here, the function node n2 has summed its utility vector to the pre-
viously received message, and relayed to u1 the maximum utilities for each of u1’s
available actions.

9. q2!2 = (2, 4)

10. r2!3 = (10, 8)

At this stage, all three variable nodes have received messages from their neighbouring
function nodes and—upon summing these messages—obtain their local portion of the
objective utility function z↵ (as in Equation 2.4). The decision to take actions ! or  
can then be made by taking argmaxx

�

z↵ (x�):

z1 = (10, 7) selecting !

z2 = (5, 10) selecting  

z3 = (10, 8) selecting !

Referring to the notation in Line 14 of Algorithm 9, we note that in our code we return
the optimal actions from the Max-Sum calculation as a vector with each element cor-
responding to each UAV, from which can then be selected each agent’s corresponding
action in the subsequent lines in the algorithm. Additionally, small amounts of random
noise were introduced where tie-breaking was necessary—although in practice, because
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Figure 4.3: Example tree expansion for a two-agent joint action tree; considering
actions a = {!, }. Once the new node has been added to the tree a rollout is
performed as per Algorithm 10, and the resulting value is summed with the node’s
immediate reward. This value is then backpropagated to the parent node !,!, which
updates its value by keeping a moving average of all its child nodes, and its own reward.

of the floating point values representing expected number of survivors, this was very
rarely observed.

We further remark that as per our discussion in Section 2.1.3, the max-sum algorithm
can be run in parallel and without any synchronicity between nodes with regards to
the sending and receipt of messages. Furthermore—as per Section 2.1.3—the message
overheads are very small and the calculations simple enough that we typically observed
convergence almost instantaneously in simulation.

4.2.3 Tree Growth Example

Following the coordination between joint-action trees detailed above, the addition of
the selected node to the tree is carried out. The local reward function of the action is
added to the returned value of the rollout policy returned by Algorithm 10, and then
backpropagated through each parent node towards the tree root. Subsequent nodes
update their own reward value by maintaining a moving-average of its own local reward,
and the rewards of any children nodes upstream.

Once growth has been performed to the required tree depth, or according to a maximum
set of iterations, the best sequence of actions can be selected by moving down the tree, and
selecting the action node with the highest value each time. We allowed for flexibility in
the forward planning by re-growing the tree after taking an action to allow re-combination
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for new local agent interactions (i.e. recomputing Algorithm 8) while still accounting for
future action rewards when considering each move.

Having described the form of our solution algorithm and given some examples, we now
discuss the experiments carried out using our algorithm, and the implications of the
results.

4.3 Results and Evaluation

We performed experiments to validate the effectiveness of our Co-MCTS solution against
a standard un-coordinated MCTS search (where each UAV makes its own decision
without regard for the others in the team: i.e. each UAV maintains its own action
tree), and a standard “lawnmower” type coverage sweep algorithm (uncoordinated, and
with randomised starting locations). These approaches represent standard alternatives
to covering a space for the purpose of providing visual information on the situation on
the ground, with an un-coordinated approach representing individualistic UAVs (in cur-
rent disasters, this can act as a proxy representation of individual human operators)
and the sweep pattern as a simple frequently-used method for covering a space (as dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.1). We run simulations in a centralised fashion—insofar as they
are performed on a single computer—but with multiple parallel threads representing the
different individual calculations for each portion of the factored utility. In addition, we
note that the nature of the max-sum coordination is such that UAVs are not required to
have perfect information: it is sufficient that they know their local utility and are able
to share this with local neighbours.

We remark again briefly that there are no benchmarks that represent coordinated explor-
ation via tree search for us to compare against directly. Because of the large overheads
and computational intractability discussed in Section 4.2, we have not considered a com-
plete joint action tree for these tests. An un-coordinated MCTS search was expected to
perform comparably well to the Co-MCTS in situations where the UAVs were spatially
separated and therefore already unlikely to need to coordinate their actions. A standard
“lawnmower” sweep search is a very common and efficient way to cover a space quickly
(Li et al., 2011), but it lacks any kind of directing to areas of higher danger or expected
population. An illustration of the lawnmower arrangement is shown in Figure 3.2. As
such, we expected performance to generally fall short of both the MCTS and the Co-
MCTS except in situations with a very uniform belief map, when it would likely perform
better because of the lawnmower’s ability to quickly cover the entirety of a space.

In principle the starting locations of the UAVs could have an impact on the final results:
particularly in the sweep-search algorithm. As such we uniformly randomised these
positions around the edge of the disaster space in each experiment below. One might
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expect that, in a real scenario, UAVs are likely to be launched from a handful of operator
bases, or a single location. As such we test both scenarios.

Additionally, as per our discussion above on the implications of determinism in our model
(Section 4.1), we note here that the metric used in experiments below was of the sum of
expected people seen (i.e. “saved”) over the entire simulation, averaged over the length
of the simulation and number of UAVs:

1

tf · ⌘

t
f�1X

t=0

X

c
xy

2G(t)

p̄xy(t) (4.11)

where tf denotes the final time step (the stopping time), and we recall that ⌘ is the
total number of UAVS and G(t) is the unique positions of the UAVs at time step t. This
metric allows us to acknowledge the efficacy of the distribution of exploration among
UAVs; as well as to test consistency in discovery across the simulation. We note that, as
mentioned in Section 4.2, the justification of using expected values rather than integer
numbers of people discovered is because the Co-MCTS method does not use feedback
from its observations of numbers of people to inform future belief decisions, since we
make the approximation that population is uncorrelated in sufficiently large cells.

The results of various experiments are discussed in the following sections, with detail
of the belief map environment used in each case and a discussion of the implication of
results.

4.3.1 Results in Artificial Simulated Environments

Initial tests were carried out in simulated environments with damage and population
maps created from Gaussian mixture distributions (these being common continuous dis-
tributions of unknown variables) : firstly to demonstrate the efficacy of the Co-MCTS
method in a controlled environment model and secondly to determine the next-best
benchmark against which to measure the performance of Co-MCTS in environments
based on real-world data.

4.3.1.1 Performance of Exploration Methods with Varying Danger Position
Certainty

Initially, the Co-MCTS algorithm was evaluated in an experimental environment de-
signed to check its performance in situations with varying certainty of the locations of
danger. As well as a sweep search the algorithm was decomposed to remove respectively
the coordination, the rollout simulation, and the tree growth (i.e. a greedy algorithm
that retains the max sum coordination but plans a simple one-step lookahead). This
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was done to highlight the contribution of each component of the algorithm to the final
performance of the planner. To this end, the environment was composed of a uniform
distribution of expected population and a single symmetrical bivariate Gaussian distri-
bution over expected danger, centred in the middle of the search space (composed of a
100⇥100 grid). Over three experiments the spread of the distribution was increased from
five to fifteen sigmas, to examine the algorithm’s response to less concentrated regions
of danger. Explicitly, using standard notation for a multivariate Normal function with
� selected from {5, 10, 15}:

¯dxy
.
= N2

 "
50

50

#
,

"
�2 0

0 �2

#!

We set tf = 3000 and repeated each experiment 1000 times, taking our uncertainty from
statistical standard-error.

The results are shown in Figure 4.4, with the metric used being the average number of sur-
vivors discovered per time-step of the simulation, per UAV (consistently set here at 4 to
allow coordination complexity, but still remain fast to compute; with examination of dif-
fering numbers of UAVs in Section 4.3.1.3 below). The Co-MCTS algorithm consistently
outperformed a non-coordinated tree search, a tree search without any rollout, a greed
max-sum implementation, and the sweep search under all three conditions. Broadly it
was shown that performance decreases across the algorithms as the danger area becomes
more diffuse across the belief map; empirically because it becomes harder for the UAVs
to reach the population in danger promptly if that area of danger is larger. Because
the coordinated Monte Carlo Tree-Search targets first the population with the highest
likelihood of death, it maintains a more consistent value of people found. In contrast,
while the MCTS also possesses this “targeting” ability, it falls short of the coordinated
approach in situations where the UAVs are in close quarters with each other, and likely
to move towards the same area. In our problem formulation, multiple UAVs observing
the same cell either simultaneously or concurrently offer no benefit since the value of ¯dxy

reduces to zero when oxy = 1, as per Equation 4.3, and we avoid double-counting the
expected number of people in each cell.

Since Co-MCTS uses both coordination and forward simulation of explorative paths, the
results for the number of people found per UAV in the simulation per time step are
consistently closer to the maximum value (that is, 1 person) than the other methods
examined, supporting our assertion that this algorithm is effective and fast at finding
people in danger in a disaster situation. In particular, the temporal advantages of forward
planning is especially apparent in comparisons to a greedy (but nonetheless coordinated
via max-sum) policy. This is of particular interest since previous work has shown that
there are problem scenarios where coordinated greedy max-sum is a good solution (La
Cesa et al., 2008; Tisdale et al., 2009; Yedidsion et al., 2014).
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Figure 4.4: Performance results for the Co-MCTS algorithm, uncoordinated MCTS
algorithm, and a standard lawnmower sweep search over a belief map consisting of a
uniform expected population and a single Gaussian component forming the expected
death rate, centred in the middle of the search area. The increased sigma value of the

Gaussian component reflects a more widely spread region of expected danger.

Having established the viability of the Co-MCTS algorithm, we now examine the response
of this method to changes in the form of the belief map to show consistency across
different distributions of belief data (such as would be encountered in differing disaster
locations).

4.3.1.2 Performance of Exploration Methods with Varying Belief Map Com-
plexity

We examined the relationship between increasing numbers of Gaussian components form-
ing the danger element of the belief map and the efficacy of the three exploration methods.
Specifically we examined this behaviour to give us an insight into the behaviour of the
Co-MCTS planner in more realistic situations; which are typically more random than
a single Gaussian component (Venanzi, 2014). Therefore, it was important to establish
that adding further components to create a more complex danger belief map did not
remove the advantage of using our coordinated planner as opposed to the uncoordin-
ated and sweep-search methods. Positions of the Gaussian components of danger were
randomised uniformly across the grid in each experiment. As before, we simulated 4
UAVs, set tf = 3000 and repeated each scenario 1000 times, recording standard errors
to ensure statistical significance. It was expected that the exploration of a completely
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Figure 4.5: Performance results for Co-MCTS, MCTS, and lawnmower sweep for
varying number of Gaussian components forming the basis of the expected death rate.
Sigma was fixed at � = 5 throughout. Results show an expected decline in average
people seen per UAV per time step with increased components to the belief map,
although the Co-MCTS algorithm maintained consistent quality benefits to the other

algorithms examined.

uniform map of danger and population distribution would be best performed by a sweep-
search, since no single area of the map requires more examination than any other. The
results presented in Figure 4.5 support our assertion as—although the performance of
the Co-MCTS algorithm decreases in an approximately asymptotic manner with addi-
tional components—the Co-MCTS remains the most effective choice up to at least four
components by approximately 10% compared to a sweep search.

Thus far, we have used four UAVs to carry out the exploration of the search space. In
the next section we examine the dependence of the performance of each algorithm on
the number of UAVs in the scenario.

4.3.1.3 Performance of Exploration Methods with Varying Numbers of UAVs

We next examined the performance of the Co-MCTS algorithm with the addition of
further UAVs to the exploration scenario, in fulfilment of Requirement R3 outlined in
Section 1.1. The expected performance of the coordinated algorithm was a higher number
of people discovered per UAV per time step than the two non-coordinated methods since
in the former method each UAV acts in a complementary way in order to increase total
people seen. Thus, as shown by the results in Figure 4.6, we found no statistically
significant decrease in people discovered per UAV per time step from 1 to 6 UAVs in the
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Figure 4.6: Performance results for Co-MCTS, MCTS, and lawnmower sweep for
varying number of UAVs in the environment, over a 10� Gaussian distribution. Results
confirm no statistical decrease in the average number of people seen per UAV per time
step in only the Co-MCTS case, reinforcing the evidence that the UAVs are working

collectively to maximise rewards for the whole team.

simulation (tf = 2000 and 1000 repeats of each scenario). Conversely, MCTS and the
lawnmower sweep search demonstrated more substantial (almost 30% in the latter case)
decreases in result quality as additional UAVs that did not coordinate their actions were
more likely to search overlapping areas, reducing the overall number of individuals seen
per time-step.

4.3.2 Results in Environments Generated from Ushahidi Dataset

To explore the performance of our algorithm on data relevant to real-world disaster
scenarios, we used data from the Ushahidi project (Morrow et al., 2011) produced from
crowd-sourced information during the 2010 Haiti earthquake.8 The results from these
data are published in Baker et al. (2016a).

In more detail, we constructed a decomposed—or discretised—grid world of size 200⇥200
of 10m cells, with UAVs traversing from the centre of one cell to the centre of an adjoining
cell above, below, or to either side at each time step. This is convenient since assuming a
UAV speed—typical of quad rotor vehicles—of 10ms�1 amounts to the traversal of one
cell in one time step of one second.

8Available from http://www.ushahidi.com/.

http://www.ushahidi.com/
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Specifically, we extracted the level of damage and coordinates of buildings in a 2km
square centred on the capital, Port-au-Prince. Damaged buildings represent an estimate
of the damage in an area and thus, the danger to the victims on the ground: buildings
that have suffered more severe damage will likely lead to more severe casualties and a
higher rate of death. We formed a belief map of danger to the populace by summing the
total number of buildings above a threshold level (set to a crowd report of damage 3 and
above on the Ushahidi crowd reporting scale from 1-5) in each cell, before multiplying
by a common factor to convert the data into a map representative of expected fatalities
(noting the constraint in Equation 4.1). The environment is displayed in Figure 4.7 with
a scale showing the value of d in each location.

Figure 4.7: Danger d
xy

shown spatially, created from Ushahidi dataset centred over
Port-au-Prince. Dimensions of 2km along each side.

The number of unique sets of UAV positions G (that is, the cardinality of the state space)
in this environment for (for example) five UAVs, is of the order 8.5 ⇥ 10

20 referring to
Equation 4.7; even without the variation in the expected number of people with time.9

This is in contrast to earlier work in this field that only dealt with state spaces with
hundreds or thousands of states available (Amato and Oliehoek, 2015). As such our
work represents the first application of coordinated tree-search to the type of large action
domains more reflective of real-world scenarios: essential for Criterion 3 of our goals (in
Section 1.1) requiring the algorithm be suitable for belief maps of the type used in disaster
response.

9Calculated using standard multichoose combinatorics (Feller, 1968).
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of performance between: coordinated MCTS, un-coordinated
MCTS, simple lawnmower sweep search, Co-MCTS with no rollout policy, greedy policy
with max-sum coordination. Start locations were uniformly randomised, ⌘ = 4, t

f

=

1000.

In the experiments below, we use the performance metric defined above in Equation 4.11,
averaging over the length of the simulation and the number of UAVs.

4.3.2.1 Initial Performance of Exploration Methods in Ushahidi Data En-
vironment

Figure 4.8 shows our results for an initial test of the coordinated Monte Carlo tree search
using randomised starting locations for four simulated UAVs. We compare against, a
“lawnmower” sweep search as before, as well as a typical MCTS algorithm without the
factored coordination. We also demonstrate explicitly the forward planning required in
the survivor discovery problem, by benchmarking against Co-MCTS without a rollout
policy, and a greedy (but locally coordinated via max-sum) policy. Our results demon-
strate a minimum performance increase of 10% over MCTS, and higher gains over the
other benchmarks. Errors are taken as standard error of the mean over 1000 repeats
of each experiment. The poor performance of a greedy one-step lookahead shows that
even with coordination, the ability to forward-plan to account for survivor death rates is
essential to discovering casualties in our scenario. Indeed, simple un-planned lawnmower-
style sweep searches are more successful, but still fall short of the MCTS’s ability to plan
exploration paths to target (for instance) high-danger areas before casualty rates become
too high.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of coordinated and un-coordinated MCTS in locating surviv-
ors over varying densities of population, showing Co-MCTS’s consistency in different

forms of belief data. Here c0,0 = [0, 0]; t
f

= 1000; and ⌘ = 5.

4.3.2.2 Performance of Exploration Method with Varying Belief Map Dens-
ity

For the algorithm to be viable, it should show performance benefits in a variety of situ-
ations with a variety of distributions of casualties to be discovered, as already indicated in
Section 4.3.1.2. We achieve this by varying the relative population over the belief-space
from 1 (as above), down to 0.25 by uniformly sampling from the Ushahidi dataset to the
population portion of the belief map and comparing to the most successful benchmark
from our initial simulation (uncoordinated MCTS). This has the effect of maintaining our
standard of using real data with a large action space, while still allowing us to experiment
over different state spaces (S). The results presented in Figure 4.9 demonstrate this con-
sistency with an average 14% improvement over the un-coordinated MCTS benchmark:
even at low densities of people; where the coordination requirements would be intuitively
less valuable. We thus provide evidence that the performance gains of Co-MCTS are not
simply a by-product of the test environment selected.

4.3.2.3 Performance of Exploration Methods with Varying Numbers of UAVs
in Ushahidi Data Environment

Additionally, in line with Section 4.3.1.3 we explicitly demonstrate the benefit of the
consistency afforded by our coordination in a simulation. We do this by varying the
number of UAVs present and comparing to the closest benchmark to Co-MCTS’s per-
formance from our initial simulation. Good coordination should maximise the overall
reward gained by the algorithm (namely the number of people discovered) with low
diminishing returns compared to uncoordinated approaches. This is demonstrated in
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of coordinated and un-coordinated MCTS in locating sur-
vivors with additional UAVs; demonstrating a more consistent performance per-UAV

in Co-MCTS. Initial UAV starting locations fixed at c0,0 = [0, 0]; t
f

= 1000.

Figure 4.10 for varying ⌘, where we note performance improvements of over 23% with
the inclusion of 10 UAVs (and an average of 11% across the experiment). This is notable
after 3 UAVs are introduced, since before this point interaction (and therefore required
coordination between the UAVs) was at a minimum since the search space was large
enough to accommodate multiple non-intersecting explorative paths. For more UAVs,
coordination is more commonplace and with the successful implementation of Co-MCTS
there is higher value in the inclusion of further UAVs into the scenario, compared to a
situation without coordination.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have summarised our construction of the first coordinated factored
MCTS algorithm—a novel coordinated exploration algorithm—and its efficacy in three
experimental scenario models, and three scenarios based on real-world data from reports
of damaged buildings in an earthquake disaster area. Specifically, this work was done
as a logical extension of the combined mechanism presented previously in Chapter 3 en-
abling multiple explorative UAVs to participate in a disaster response scenario: directly
addressing the shortfall of our previous work in meeting research Criterion 3 (multiple
explorative UAVs) in Section 1.1. In particular we developed an algorithm in order to ful-
fil Research Requirements R1 and R3 calling for decentralised autonomy and scalability
respectively; by allowing the addition of further UAVs in the exploratory role (considered
only for a single UAV in Chapter 3). In more detail, our new algorithm extends into
the exploration domain the idea of decentralised decision making between UAVs; in this
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case for the construction of explorative paths; while allowing for the scalable use of more
UAVs than the initial single-explorer method presented in Section 3.2.2.

We acknowledge that work in the area of factored coordinated tree-searches has been
performed by Amato and Oliehoek (2015)—developed simultaneously and independently
from our own algorithms—and that the principal differences lie in the coordination of
the factored trees. Specifically, Amato and Oliehoek apply a simple variable elimination
algorithm whereas we use the max sum coordination algorithm detailed above. Moreover,
the action space in our example is large (of order 10

20 states) in comparison to the
example chosen by Amato and Oliehoek; who select two model problems with state space
cardinalities of 4, 16, 243, and ⇠ 180, 000. Neither problem involved the recalculation of
joint trees as the simulation progressed, in further contrast to our problem.

We have verified via experiment that the coordinated planner outperforms non-coordinated
MCTS and a coverage algorithm over a variety of belief-map environments by discov-
ering more survivors per UAV per time step. We have also shown how the Co-MCTS
algorithm maintains consistent returns for additional UAVs in the scenario as a result
of coordinating their search actions. In the following chapter, we extend the algorithm
into a domain where the decomposition of the actions of the UAV into simple orthogonal
movements is not required and we present the first example of a continuous coordinated
tree-search.



Chapter 5

The Continuous Space Coordinated

Path Planning Mechanism

In the previous chapter we introduced an application of coordinated factored planning to
address the problem of multiple UAVs discovering survivors in a disaster area (research
Criterion 3). In doing so, we made a number of assumptions about the form of the
planning; specifically that the actions taken were selected from a finite discrete set of
the cardinal directions across a grid. This contribution therefore constitutes a discrete
planning algorithm.

In this chapter, we introduce and discuss an extension to this work allowing for coordin-
ated planning over continuous action spaces, and how we apply this to a UAV search and
rescue scenario. In the following sections we first describe our motivation for extending
the problem by removing the discretisation assumption (Section 5.1), in order to best
acknowledge the range of motion available to UAVs and extend our scenario model to
better reflect the type of sensors deployed on these vehicles. Next, we introduce the
specific formulation of the environment model and UAV behaviour considered in our
simulations (Section 5.2), before introducing the continuous form of our coordinated
Monte Carlo tree-search algorithm (Section 5.3). Following this, we present empirical
evidence to substantiate the benefits of this approach (Section 5.4), before summarising
our findings (Section 5.5).

5.1 Extension of Coordinated Path Planning into a Con-
tinuous Action Domain

The work described in Chapter 4 requires some degree of simplification before planning
can commence (Section 4.1). Specifically, this involves discretising the environment into
a number of cells to be examined. Since locations in the real-world are not discretised in
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this way, this requires some additional processing of incoming data before UAVs can begin
their exploration. Furthermore, by simplifying data in this way it is inevitable that some
control over planning is lost when a UAV can only be considered as visiting single cells,
rather than being able to plan according to a continuous range of motion. Moreover,
sensors on explorative UAVs are more complex than is suggested by a simple observability
boolean variable (denoted oxy in the previous chapter); we instead introduce a more
realistic sensor model reflecting the kind of instrumentation that could be deployed in a
disaster space.

In this chapter we seek to address these shortcomings in planning UAV searches of
disaster areas. By so doing, we make the following contributions to the state of the art
(contributing to meeting research Criteria 1 and 3):

1. We introduce an extension to the survivor discovery problem introduced in Section
4.1; specifically modelled on a likely real-world scenario with the goal of locating an
unknown number of people, over a wide area, by detection of mobile phone signals
and where the diminishing survivability of the people with time is incorporated into
the reward function. This approach removes several limiting assumptions regarding
the otherwise simplistic sensor model that (as outlined in Section 4.1) previously
simply observed the number of survivors in a cell with perfect accuracy.

2. We extend the algorithm introduced in Section 4.2.1 to allow multiple UAVs to plan
explorative paths over a continuous action space, reflecting a more realistic range
of movement for the vehicles and improving the performance of the coordinated
explorers. Our approach utilises the aforementioned formulation of the discov-
ery problem and belief maps of the locations of mobile phone signals to generate
planned paths that do not rely on any decomposition of the action-space available
to the UAVs.

3. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the applicability of our scenario to potential
future disasters, we test and evaluate our approach on the same real-world data
(gathered from the 2010 Haiti earthquake) from Section 4.3, showing consistent
gains in survivor discovery of at least 7% compared to the discretised coordination
algorithm, with higher gains of around 20% for scenarios with additional UAVs.

Applying coordinated tree-search to a continuous actions requires significant changes to
the existing approach of Chapter 4, both in the formulation of the scenario, and in ap-
plying sampling of the continuous action-space while still allowing UAVs to coordinate
with one another. Crucially, discrete approaches to MDP solutions require some form
of recognition that a particular set of actions has been entirely explored: clearly where
a continuum of actions exists this cannot be said to be true, since the number of indi-
vidual actions available for selection is infinite. As such we have had to extend different
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approaches usually applied to planners dealing with continuous spaces (Coulom, 2006;
Wang et al., 2008) into the regime of coordinated exploration.

5.2 Continuous Exploration Scenario Model

Having outlined the motivation for extending our algorithm beyond the work in Chapter
4, we begin by discussing the conceptual changes required when moving from a discrete
to a continuous model. Nevertheless, we note that the high-level aim of our work is
allowing first responders in disasters to minimise the loss of human life; an aim our
previous scenario formulation (Section 4.1) explicitly acknowledges by combining data
about a region containing known hazards (for example, high levels of radiation or presence
of fire) and regions where it is known or believed that there are likely to be persons in
the vicinity. As a result, this combination of factors—and the belief maps created from
danger and population data—remain the focus of this extension to our algorithm.

However, in moving to a continuous range of motion for UAVs we must discard the
notion of “cells” which can be considered visible (or observed) or otherwise, which had
previously featured in our environment model (Section 4.1). Moreover, while making our
algorithm applicable to a continuous space, we also take the opportunity to address our
assumption that survivors in the scenario can be considered completely “discovered”—and
thus located—with absolute certainty. Specifically we introduce a more realistic sensor
model with a related utility value where planning can focus on localising the probable
position of survivors as far as possible.

To clarify the differences between this new scenario and that outlined in Chapter 4, we
will now outline the formulations describing the new sensor model, the reward gained
from exploration, and the range of motion available to UAVs.

5.2.1 Continuous Space Environment Model and Reward Function

As we have indicated, in order to move away from the discrete model in Chapter 4 we
must first discard the notion of deterministically observing a cell, and instead consider
realistic indicators of the presence of survivors in a given location. Consequently, we
exploit the ubiquity of mobile phone ownership and assume the use of mobile phone
signals as proxies for the presence of a person. As well as having precedent in previous use
in disaster scenarios (Goetz et al., 2011; Zorn et al., 2010), this has the specific advantage
of allowing identification of individual sources using unique identifiers associated with
each handset. While a priori knowledge of the number of victims in a given area might be
unavailable, first responders can maintain a belief distribution over unobserved victims
while also attempting to isolate signals that have been observed, in order to reduce the
uncertainty in the location of victims.
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Figure 5.1: An example of the relationship between the uncertainty in the location of
a survivor, and the hypothetical time taken to find them using a sweep or spiral search.
It is desirable to localise (as far as possible) the locations of victims so that when first
responders attend to their expected position they minimise the time taken to locate

them; ensuring higher survivability.

As a result, we explicitly envisage a scenario where UAVs are equipped with some form of
detector capable of providing a (noisy) estimate of the range of individual unique phone
signals. Specifically, we seek to localise the expected position of victims in order to reduce
the time taken by search and rescue teams to find (and subsequently rescue) them (see
Figure 5.1). In more detail, we associate the uncertainty of a person’s location with the
time taken to search the area for that person. By moving the detectors around the space,
the expected location value can be determined with higher precision; effectively reducing
the area to be covered (and thus the time taken) by rescue services from a large initial
area to a much smaller location.

We consider a search area containing a number of signals s 2 S indicating the presence of
people in some danger (mapped spatially by a two dimensional scalar function D : R2 7!
[0, 1]), corresponding to their expected likelihood of dying within the next time-step t.
Each signal si is mutually distinguishable from other signals, and the magnitude of each
can be sensed by UAVs within a set radius. The reward we gain R (replacing Equation
4.5 in Section 4.1) is related to the number of people we hope to observe, their likelihood
of survival, and a discovery time t indicating how long it would take to rescue any victim:

R =

X

p
i

,d
i

8s
i

2S
pi · (1� di)

t

where di 2 D and pi represents the expected number of people for a given signal si 2 S.
We adopt the index i from Chapter 3 since we can label individual signals as “incidents”.1

In the first instance we assume a relatively flat prior belief of victim position, implying
a long time to locate an individual. However, with a set of observations (O) of—for ex-
ample—the strength of a mobile phone signal some estimate can be made of the location
of a person; effectively reducing the time to locate them. We denote this using a time

1In particular, such incidents could then conceivably be assigned to the low-level task responder
UAVs of the type discussed in Chapter 3, in order to (for example) deliver medical supplies or return
live imagery to first responders of the casualties.
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to find parameter tfind that decreases linearly with the estimated area of the location of
an individual phone signal.

As such, at any given time our reward is then:

X

p
i

,d
i

8s
i

2S
pi · (1� di)

t
find

(O)

whereas projecting reward to any arbitrary time in the future we have for a series of
observations at time t:

Rknown =

X

p
i

,d
i

8s
i

2S
pi · (1� di)

t
find

(O
t

)+t

By collecting information on signal sources we can use a population Monte-Carlo (PMC)
(Cappé et al., 2004) to model the likely locations of a person. This approach functions as
an iterative importance sampler, which increases in precision as more measurements are
taken—explicitly reducing tfind. Thus, reward (R) is a fundamentally a function related
to the danger at a given location believed to contain a victim, and the precision with
which the location of that person is known. This intrinsically encodes the logical notion
that casualties in more danger should be localised more accurately, to enable emergency
responders to locate them quickly. Planning can be performed by simulating the result
of measurements on the probability distribution for each person and extrapolating the
effect on tfind in each instance.

To account for signals we have yet to observe, we include a term for the expected number
of victims outside of the range of observations. In principle the search area for such
victims would be the entirety of the area over which observations have yet to be recorded,
since the positions of the victims are known with no localisation whatsoever. Thus for a
continuous distribution of expected people (p̄):

Runknown =

ˆ
p̄xy · (1� dxy)

t
find dxdy

In practice we approximated this function by estimating the total number of people yet
to be sensed by the UAVs using the belief maps of danger and population, and treating
the time-to-find as the time to explore the entire un-sensed region. In other words we
assume a hypothetical discovery time based on exploring the entire as-yet unseen region
of the map.

The global reward function at time t then simply becomes the sum of the two components:

Rtotal = Rknown +Runknown (5.1)
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It is worth noting that since the formulation of reward from the population Monte-Carlo
simulation is essentially separate from the tree-search function outlined below, the two
are (in general cases) separately applicable.

5.2.2 UAV Behaviour Formulation

Having outlined the new continuous space environment, we now introduce the extensions
to the action space of the UAVs themselves, and the formulation of their continuous
range of motion (replacing our previous model from Section 4.1). We consider simple
UAV dynamics—including minimal constraints on performance—since the focus of our
work is on planning rather than constraint optimisation, and because restrictions on
UAV behaviour can be included in subsequent iterations of the model as constraints on
the reward function . Thus the set of UAVs Uh = {u1, . . . , u⌘} traverse the space in
iterations of a fixed distance v per time-step t (i.e. at fixed speeds and altitudes); with
a continuous domain of available angles available to determine the direction of the next
action.2 The action vectors enabling UAV u to move at the next time step is defined
as a =

⇣
a↵ , a

�
, a

�
, . . .

⌘
where each Greek index can be interpreted as an angle between

0

o and 360

o. In theory the cardinality of a is infinite, but as detailed below we use
continuous space tree-search methods to restrict our search to finite subsets sampled
from the full range. Each UAV selects a sequence of actions to produce its trajectory
T = [a(t = 1), a(2), . . . , a(tf )] (for a trajectory that ends at time tf ); which together
form the set of all trajectories T = {T1, . . . , T⌘}. Thus the collective goal of the UAVs is
to plan a set of trajectories to satisfy: T

⇤
= argmax

T

R(T).

5.3 The Coordinated Continuous Monte Carlo Tree-Search
Algorithm

In retaining Monte-Carlo tree search as the basis for our solution, we recall its ability to
sample very quickly from large state spaces (traditionally used in solving games), and
the flexibility with which it can be applied to general problems, including in continuous
action domains (Browne et al., 2012; Couëtoux, 2013). As described in Section 4.2, we
exploit locality between UAVs to factor the search space into local joint-action trees.
Consequently, we allow trees to coordinate over shared factors (that is, shared UAVs)
using the max-sum algorithm by exchanging messages to express the local reward gained
by UAVs taking particular actions at future times. Functionally this is similar to the
example given in Section 4.2.2, except with a mechanism in place to sample from the
continuous actions available rather than selecting from a finite list of cardinal directions.

2Since the length of time in a time step t is defined below as 1s, and the velocity of the explorative
UAVs is v

⇥
ms

�1
⇤
, the distance travelled in a single time step is simply v

⇥
ms

�1
⇤
⇥ 1 [s] = v [m].
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We now outline the changes made to the Co-MCTS algorithm from Chapter 4. Our con-
tribution constitutes a modification of the selection and expansion steps of the Co-MCTS
process of tree growth and coordination. We recall that MCTS is typically summarised:
node selection, expansion, rollout or simulation, and backpropagation (Section 2.3.4.1).
In the previous chapter, we modified the selection process to determine which node to
expand by coordinating in parallel between trees via max-sum (Section 4.2.1): we now
additionally allow the algorithm to sample from the available continuous actions. The
creation of the trees proceeds in identical fashion to the procedure in Section 4.2.1, and
the rollout portion is functionally identical to that outlined in Algorithm 10, with the
modification in Line 10 to allow uniform sampling from the full continuous range of
directions in the new scenario.

In our continuous approach, algorithm 11 begins with the creation of the root nodes
representative of each factor seen in Line 7, which are recorded in the set Nr (Line 4).
Following this, the creation and growth of branches is performed � times inside the
loop beginning at Line 9. This begins by exploring down each tree, starting from the
root node, to determine which node to branch on next. Node selection is performed
in accordance with Polynomial Upper-Confidence Trees (PUCT) (Coulom, 2006; Wang
et al., 2008) introduced in Section 2.3.4.2. We recall that this approach outperforms
similar earlier continuous space planners, and has a main drawback (cycles between
states) not applicable to our scenario—where UAV actions directly and irreversibly alter
the state of the observations of the environment.

In detail, we sample uniformly and randomly from the action set of a node up to a limit
of K actions per node, with K defined as in Couëtoux et al. (2011a) to be a parameter
of constants C > 0 and ↵ 2 (0, 1) and the time of simulation t: K = Ct↵, with ↵ defined
as a function of the depth of the node ":3

↵ =

1

10("max � ")� 3

for "  "max � 1 in line with the discussion we presented in Section 2.3.4.2.

Line 11 introduces the current set of nodes (across all trees) to be expanded next, Nnext,
and Line 12 creates the set of previously expanded nodes Nprev. At Line 15 the max-sum
algorithm is used to maximise the value of rewards (as per Equation 5.1) the actions over
each n◆, returning a vector of favourable actions a⇤ = (a⇤1, a

⇤
2, . . . , a

⇤
⌘ | a⇤ 2 a). Since

each n◆ depends on a subset of actions, the function select(n(), a⇤) serves to return only
the actions corresponding to a given n(). This is then used as the argument to create
the new expansion to a node in Nnext in Line 18.

3We choose " as opposed to the d used by Auger et al. (2013) and Couëtoux et al. (2011a) to
differentiate from the nomenclature used in describing danger functions and distributions.
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Algorithm 11 Continuous Coordinated MCTS
CoCMCTS (U

h

,D, t = 0)

1. for t in [1, . . . , tf ]
2. //Creation of factor graphs given UAV locations//
3. N J (Uh)

4. Nr  ;
5. for n◆ in N

6. //Root nodes//
7. append(Nr) n

(0)
◆

8. endfor
9. for eachstep in [1, . . . ,�]

10. //Node to expand//
11. Nnext  Nr

12. Nprev  ;
13. while Nnext 6= ;
14. //Max-sum coordination returns best actions for shared factors//
15. a⇤  maxsum (N,Nnext)

16. for n() in Nnext

17. //Actions relevant to n() selected//
18. n

()
new  expand

�
n(), select

�
n(), a⇤

��

19. //Fully expanded metric//
20. if expansions

�
n()

�
� K

21. remove
�
n(),Nnext

�

22. append
�
n(),Nprev

�

23. endif
24. endfor
25. endwhile
26. for n() in Nprev

27. //Simulation (rollout) and backpropagation of results//
28. rollout(n()

new)

29. backpropagate(n()
new)

30. endfor
31. endfor
32. for n◆ in N

33. //Best actions selected//
34. a⇤i = (bestactions (n◆))
35. endfor
36. endfor
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5.4 Results and Evaluation

To verify the performance of our algorithm on data relevant to real-world disaster scen-
arios, we used the same data—as in the previous chapter—from the Ushahidi project
(Morrow et al., 2011) from the 2010 Haiti earthquake to generate D and S.4 As in our
previous scenario, damaged buildings represent an estimate of the damage in an area and
thus, the danger to the victims on the ground. For the sake of simplicity of evaluation,
we constructed a grid of size 200⇥ 200 of 10m⇥ 10m cells (as in the previous chapter),
to form the basis of the danger function D. This function is displayed in Figure 4.7
with a scale showing the value of d in each location. Once again we assume a UAV
speed—typical of quad rotor vehicles—of 10ms�1. This amounts to planning one action
of moving 10m in one timestep of one second. We typically simulate UAV searches over
time horizons of tf = 1000. As before, we ran simulations in a centralised fashion but
with multiple parallel threads representing the different individual calculations for each
portion of the factored utility. We envisage that—in practice—leaf UAVs in joint action
factor graphs would be tasked with maintaining shared trees in a realistic deployment; or
that computation would be distributed according to the processing power of each vehicle
(in the event that the explorers are heterogeneous). We discuss these implications further
in Section 6.2.3.

In calculating values for use in the reward functions, the value of danger is based on
the mean expected position of the signal based on the data collected. Where the spatial
location is not yet clearly established we have found that empirically the change in spatial
danger was smooth enough that nearby values tended to be close to the final estimated
value of di in most cases.

In contrast to Section 4.3.2, our performance metric used is the percentage reduction
in the time for total cumulative discovery time tfind (averaged over the number of
UAVs) since it best reflects the ability of the UAV search to pinpoint victims for rescue.
We benchmark against a similarly coordinated—but discrete—MCTS implementation
identical to the algorithm presented in the previous chapter, but updated with the re-
ward functions from the new environment model. Since we have shown (in Chapter
4) that discrete Co-MCTS is suitable for explorative path planning—and outperforms
other approaches (Section 4.3)—this is a sensible choice of benchmark to ensure a con-
tinuous algorithm represents equal or better results. As before, the action space of the
UAVs is restricted to moving between the cells forming the danger-function environment.
This scenario poses similar challenges of coordination in large action spaces but benefits
from existing work that deals with factored finite-space tree-search (Amato and Olie-
hoek, 2015). The results of the simulations outlined below are published in Baker et al.
(2016b).

4Available from http : //www.ushahidi.com.
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In putting the algorithm into practice we note that the communications overheads were
not excessive, with plans taking less than a second where coordination was not required,
and only slightly longer where it was. This introduces a potential limit on planning speed
since—in general—we assume time steps of one second between actions. We remark on
this further in Section 6.2.2.

5.4.1 Initial Performance of Exploration Method in Ushahidi Data En-
vironment

Figure 5.2: Result of randomised starting position tests for each of the continuous
coordinated MCTS, discretised (cellular) coordinated MCTS and a simple lawnmower
sweep-search; performed 10

6 times. Results indicate reduction in t
find

averaged over
the four UAVs in the scenario.

An initial simulation with four UAVs in randomised start locations on the map shown in
Figure 4.7 is shown performing against a discretised coordinated MCTS implementation
(as described in Baker et al. (2016a)) and a simple lawnmower-style sweep search over the
area for comparison. This shows a gain of around ⇠7% over a discretised search space
(Figure 5.2), highlighting the benefit of not restricting the UAVs to the four cardinal
directions when planning actions to ensure survivors are located.

In particular, this benefit is due to the continuum of actions available being less restrictive
than in a cellular decomposition of the search area; allowing more effective coordination.
Notably, when moving in an up-down-left-right fashion across a space, any travel dis-
tance is necessarily equal to the Manhattan distance between start and end locations.
Conversely, a continuous action space allows for more direct—and therefore shorter and
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Figure 5.3: Simple schematic, showing how a UAV (red dashed line) moving only in
the four cardinal directions (up, down, left and right) must travel a longer distance to
reach locations not directly above, below, or to either side of its starting position when

compared to a UAV with a continuous range of motion (green line).

Figure 5.4: Comparison of continuous and discrete coordinated MCTS in a t
f

= 1000

simulation of varying numbers of UAVs. The continuous space approach is not only
better than the discretised approximation, it is more consistent in its reward per-UAV

added to the scenario. Results here are averaged per-UAV in the simulation.

faster—Euclidean distances to be moved by traversing in straight lines between any two
locations. An example of such a scenario is detailed in Figure 5.3.

5.4.2 Performance of Exploration Methods with Varying Numbers of
UAVs in Ushahidi Data Environment

Furthermore, we are able to demonstrate the consistency of our approach on addition
of further UAVs to the simulation. Intuitively the reward gained by each UAV in a
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well-coordinated algorithm should suffer fewer diminishing returns when adding more to
the scenario. This is because any additional UAVs should still localise approximately
the same number of signals as other UAVs in the environment, if they coordinate the
exploration task effectively as a group. If they do not, one would expect additional UAVs
would explore the same regions of the disaster space as those already present: which, as
discussed previously, offers negligible improvements to the global reward function when
compared to localising previously un-seen casualties. We demonstrate in Figure 5.4 that
additional UAVs results in a slower decrease in observed reward than in the discretised
action space. Most notably at 8 and 10 UAVs the difference in performance per-vehicle
is approximately 20% in favour of the continuous algorithm.

5.5 Summary

Motivated by the need to remove limiting assumptions in our previous work, in this
chapter we have introduced an implementation of a decentralised, factored, coordinated
Monte Carlo tree search algorithm for the purpose of discovering survivors in a simulated
UAV path planning scenario by extending the techniques of Co-MCTS into a continu-
ous action regime. Furthermore, we have introduced a more realistic representation of
reward (or utility) in the environment by considering a sensor model of a mobile phone
detector, such as might be deployed in a genuine disaster. These developments addressed
more comprehensively the criterion that our algorithm allow multiple UAVs to perform
path-planning while also being a more accurate model of the range of motion available
to these vehicles than restricting them to four set directions (Criteria 1 and 3 in Section
1.1). Furthermore, we continued to meet requirements R1 and R2 since our algorithm
is both decentralised, and designed to coordinate the actions of the explorers to max-
imise total reward. Tests were carried out on the same real-world data from the 2010
Haiti earthquake used in Chapter 4. We demonstrated the capability of our Co-CMCTS
algorithm to sample this space and planning paths, and demonstrated consistent per-
formance gains over the discretised Co-MCTS algorithm (scaling up to ten UAVs as per
Requirement R3) in the localisation of survivors discovered of up to 20%.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we began by examining the various benefits, and issues that arise, with
the deployment of UAVs to explore a disaster area and respond to incidents by returning
imagery or sensory data to first responders.

• Firstly, we studied existing methods for planning explorative paths, allocating tasks
to agents, and calculating predictive prior placement for these agents to minimise
later travel time to tasks. We identified several areas of research where we felt
work was required to develop existing algorithms and methods to make them more
robust and applicable to real-world situations. Specifically, we focussed on the
lack of a combined mechanism for exploring and task allocation. Furthermore, we
noted a lack of work in the field of cooperative path planning for the purposes of
discovering survivors.

• Secondly, we presented a new mechanism for heterogeneous UAVs to explore and
respond to incidents in a disaster area, subject to a belief map informed by other
organisations or crowdsourced reports on the ground.

• We then extended our work to account for multiple UAVs simultaneously exploring
a grid-world, and created a new coordinated tree-search to enable forward plan-
ning. This framework also incorporated a more nuanced approach to a belief map,
containing information on both expected location of victims and their likelihood of
death.

• Finally we removed the assumption of a discretised world (and action space) to
create the first continuous coordinated tree-search planner, enabling UAVs to co-
ordinate over a continuum of actions. We also introduced a more principled en-
vironment model based on detecting and isolating mobile phone signals, rather
than continuing to model survivors as simply “observed” when a UAV is over their
location.

99
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We now report our conclusions (Section 6.1) drawn from our work and experiments,
followed by a discussion of future work (Section 6.2) we believe forms the basis for further
experimentation and ultimately deployment of our algorithms on UAV platforms.

6.1 Conclusions

In Chapter 1, we introduced the background and motivation of using UAVs in disaster
relief, as well as our key requirements for our algorithm to fulfil. We focussed on de-
scribing a mechanism to allow the discovery attendance of incidents in a disaster area as
informed by a belief map. We outlined the goals of having heterogenous UAVs for these
roles, that task-attending UAVs could be pre-placed near to possible incident locations,
and that the aim of the mechanism was to reduce the time for all incidents to be atten-
ded. Furthermore, we imposed the requirements of the mechanism being decentralised,
robust, and scalable.

In Chapter 2, we examined the existing literature on path planning, task allocation and
predictive placement algorithms critically, while considering the research requirements of
our project. Although a significant amount of work has been done towards allowing UAVs
to coordinate effectively with first responders in disaster situations, there remained areas
that had not been fully developed, which we believed we could improve upon. Specifically,
previous attempts at combining the aspects of heterogenous UAVs had not focussed on
the incident-location and response form of attending to a disaster despite this being
a framework representative of actual disaster relief efforts. Nonetheless, we were able
to use some of the literature to inform the subsequent development of our mechanism.
We concluded that a modified RRT algorithm for path planning, a max-sum DCOP
formulation for task allocation, and a simulated annealing approach for prior placement
were the most promising bases from which to construct our work.

Consequently, in Chapter 3, we built on this existing work to create the foundation of
the first complete system for exploration of a space for incidents, and task allocation
once they have been discovered—the Path Planning, Task Allocation and Placement
problem (or PPTP problem). This framework represents the first attempt at unifying
exploration with task allocation in this way, and in functioning as a proof of concept, is
a significant step towards an operationally ready mechanism to allow UAVs to aid first
responders in genuine disaster relief scenarios. As well as demonstrating the efficacy of
the mechanism as a whole, we evaluated our modified RRT path planning algorithm and
found it to perform better than a coverage method in incident location by roughly 100%.
Finally, we used a prior placement algorithm on the task-attendant UAVs with a view to
reducing the future time for them to respond to task allocation at incidents. As a result
we have achieved the contributions outlined in Section 1.2 to the extent discussed in
Section 3.5. Subsequently, we have demonstrated that our algorithm performs better in
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our simulated environments than benchmarks with the path planning, task allocation, or
predictive placement components of the system replaced with alternative naïve methods.
In particular, the time for discovery of incidents, allocation of incidents to UAVs as tasks,
and time for UAVs to attend their tasks, was lower using our mechanism compared to
other methods except for where the UAVs have perfect information (an unrealistic upper-
bound benchmark). We successfully showed that in the experiments conducted, our
system performed better than the benchmarks by as much as a 167% reduction in time
to locate and attend incidents. Consequently, we have demonstrated the applicability of
this set of algorithms to disaster response scenarios where first responders are looking
to deploy UAVs for the purposes of exploring a space and attending tasks as they are
discovered.

Subsequently, we identified a need to expand the abilities of the exploratory UAVs in
our combined mechanism to allow multiple explorers to work together to better find
people in danger in a disaster space. To this end, we developed the first coordinated
factored Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm (Co-MCTS) to coordinate exploration of
the search space among multiple agents. Such work is vital in ensuring that casualty
numbers are minimised and first responders are maximally informed of the locations of
any persons in danger. In experiments we demonstrated the viability of the coordinated
MCTS algorithm in situations with varying degrees of complexity in the belief map of
the information on the ground, and found consistent benefits even with relatively small
numbers of additional explorative UAVs compared to an uncoordinated approach (Baker
et al., 2016a). We outlined the relevance of this additional work in the context of the
research goals outlined in Section 1.1. Despite the contributions achieved, we concluded
that there was further work to be done to ensure the system more accurately reflects
real-world scenarios, and fully overcomes the challenges and goals identified in Chapter
1.

As a result, we introduced a more principled model of UAV actions that allowed a
continuum of possible movements (rather than discrete actions transitioning from grid-
cell to grid-cell), and a corresponding continuous environment model. This was based
on the detection and localisation of mobile phone signals corresponding to casualties in
the disaster area. Working with the same data as in the discrete case, we developed a
new continuous coordination algorithm (Co-CMCTS)—the first example of such—that
outperformed the discretised case by as much as 20% (Baker et al., 2016b).

Consequently, we have shown the viability of a combined exploration and allocation
framework that could be deployed on UAV platforms, and extended this work to create
a new coordinated path planning algorithm that makes use of the kind of belief data
available in a real world scenario. We hope that this work leads directly to algorithms
that are deployed on platforms whenever a natural or manmade disaster results in a
need to locate and attend to casualties: particularly where first responder personnel are
stretched and would benefit from an autonomous system without high manpower costs.
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The techniques we have demonstrated here have applications beyond disaster response
use: including similar UAV deployment for other remote sensing problems. UAVs are
seeing use in the monitoring of agriculture (Katsigiannis et al., 2016; Valasek et al., 2016),
forestation (Messinger et al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2016), and glaciers (Ely et al., 2016;
Kraaijenbrink et al., 2016): all of which are problem domains where—given a group of
exploratory vehicles and some prior beliefs about areas to explore—the algorithms de-
veloped in this thesis can provide autonomous solutions. Aside from the exploration of
a physical space, complex planning of robot component motion (by exploring configura-
tion, rather than geographical, spaces) (Kavraki et al., 1996; LaValle, 2006); and pursuit
and evasion scenarios (Bernardini et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015; LaValle, 2006) are two
further fields in which action spaces can be explored via a tree search, and where co-
ordination between multiple components or agents may be required. In both instances a
continuous factored tree search could provide a potential solution to otherwise intractable
problems of planning.

6.2 Future Work

The contributions we have presented represent an initial step towards a viable real-world
system for the exploration of, and response to, incidents in a disaster space using hetero-
geneous UAVs. In what follows, we detail the key areas that will require the development
or improvement of existing algorithms to fully meet the requirements in Section 1.1. We
have outlined this required work below in Sections 6.2.1–6.2.3. These focus primarily on
removing assumptions, improving performance, and making the system more effective in
realistic situations.

We also note briefly now, that the logical conclusion of our algorithm development is the
combination of Co-CMCTS with our combined PPTP solution framework; to allow mul-
tiple UAV explorers to coordinate and explore simultaneously. Since the task allocation
problem—which receives input from any explorative UAVs—is already decentralised, we
envisage no significant obstacles to achieving this combination of algorithms. Nonetheless
as we have already intimated, the nature of a “task” as a single location requiring a UAV
to attend is somewhat simplistic and not representative of real scenarios. This distinc-
tion represents the principle obstacle to the combination of our coordinated exploration
algorithm with the framework outlined in Chapter 3, since it requires reevaluation of the
nature of a “task” to better reflect the requirements of aid workers and the subsequent
modifications to the allocation algorithm that would follow.

6.2.1 Removal of Assumptions in Exploration Algorithm

Despite our successes, our work contains a number of assumptions that future work
should seek to refine or remove to make the algorithms as realistically applicable as
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possible. Most notably, the belief map is assumed to be static (despite the dynamic
implications for death-rate discussed in Section 4.1); whereas in reality, information on
the possible locations of incidents can be received at any time as the situation progresses,
which might affect the form of the belief map by adding or removing components. Future
work should test the ability of our system to deal with dynamic belief maps that change
form with time to reflect the receipt of new information. Since the use of the path
planner is currently robust to dynamism by virtue of the MDP formulation (Section 5.3),
we do not envisage problems with continued use of the current path planning algorithm:
particularly with prior belief information on the likely appearance of future incidents.

Furthermore, the model does not take into account the possible future development of
incidents in regions already observed. In practice, beliefs about the location of potential
victims may be updated as the UAVs move around the disaster space. With data on
the likelihood of the occurrence of an incident in the disaster space in a unit of time, it
would be possible to place distributions over areas of the map previously explored, in
order to accurately reflect the probability of further survivors requiring rescue in those
locations growing as time passes. For example, if the exploring UAV covers an area and
discovers no survivors, the value of the belief map in this area would decrease to zero
to reflect this (or near-zero, accounting for sensing uncertainty). Following this, if the
UAV is no longer located in the aforementioned area, the belief map probability would
increase with time according to some distribution, to account for the likelihood that new
victims are discovered in the region since it was last observed.

These approaches will require further study of disaster relief data—particularly regarding
observed distributions of survivors and urban population densities—to ascertain realistic
probability distributions and sensor models to use in the scenario, since a mathemat-
ical framework that does not reflect the genuine experiences of first responders will not
prove useful should the system be deployed in a real disaster. Further datasets (such
as the Ushahidi Haiti data used in our simulations) should be used to create scenarios
with time-varying conditions, as well as for general experimentation to ensure consistent
performance across different distributions of survivors in different disaster scenarios.

Finally, we expect that heuristics currently used in the algorithm—for instance the dis-
tance at which UAVs coordinate their actions, or exact values of ‘danger’ computed from
crowd sourced reports—can be numerically “tuned” (i.e. adjusted) to increase reward
and survivability of casualties. This could be achieved by, for example, examination
of additional data and humanitarian reports on UAV performance, survivability rates,
and typical sizes or compositions of search environments; or by employing reinforcement
learning techniques.
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6.2.2 Performance Improvements to the Exploration Algorithm

We note that there remains scope for improving the performance of the path-planning
algorithm: both to make use of additional exploration techniques and to increase the
prospects of using the algorithm in a real-life situation. In light of this, we envisage
further experiments to improve the performance of our algorithm to ensure that, in a
disaster relief setting, UAVs can find victims in as short a time as possible. In more
detail, there are a number of specific features of our problem of exploration that more
general formulations do not contain; which can be used to improve response times without
sacrificing any solution quality. Specifically, we have identified three additions to the
exploration algorithm that that should be explored in order to best exploit the capabilities
of the UAVs:

1. There are a number of options for distribution of computation (most notably of
factor graphs and trees) between UAVs that must be explored (Ben-Asher et al.,
2008; Chmaj and Selvaraj, 2015; Pascarella et al., 2015). Specifically, experiments
are needed to determine the optimal method for sharing of calculation and tree
growth during coordination, with which one could minimise computation time and
thus generate plans more quickly.

2. By studying data from disaster environments and also from population demograph-
ics, models could be generated to reflect likely correlations of survivors in certain
areas. As a result, prior beliefs of the locations of civilians can be less uniform
and more reflective of the types of buildings or locations being explored. Further-
more, by using the presence or absence of survivors in a certain location, inferences
about the likelihood of populations being present in the surrounding area can also
be made; resulting in more robust plans. We note that this is a distinct addition
to the algorithm from the discussion in Section 6.2.1 regarding future incidents
in already-explored locations, although the same data on population densities and
distribution would be likely beneficial to the construction of both models.

3. Simulations should be conducted to explore the validity of incorporating—at a local
level—the benefits of sweep-search patterns into the explorative path planner. In
particular, sweep-searches or spiral-searches are often very effective search policies
in small areas (Bernardini et al., 2014, 2015; Zargar et al., 2016): in our scen-
ario, areas of relatively flat belief data. Furthermore, lawnmower sweep patterns
are more understandable by first responders; an important consideration should
the algorithm ever be developed for end-users with a focus on flexible autonomy
(Ramchurn et al., 2015). We envisage a scenario where, in addition to single step-
by-step actions for explorative UAVs to take at the next time-step, planning can
also account for larger macro actions representing spiral or sweep search policies to
be carried out. As long as planning continues at each iteration of the simulation
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such a planning policy could still adapt to new information or updated beliefs at
later times.

6.2.3 Deployment on UAV Platforms

Ultimately, the goal of simulations and experiments centred on discovering survivors
in disaster environments is to produce an algorithm (or set of algorithms) that can be
deployed on UAV platforms and subsequently used in the aftermath of a disaster. While
such deployment is unlikely to occur in the very near future, we note that the following
five developments would form the basis of a logical progression ending with trials on real
airframes:

1. A realistic sensor model should be studied to acquire data on the heuristics imple-
mented in simulation (see Section 6.2.1). Specifically, the type of data generated
from mobile phone reception sensors (simulated in our continuous survivor dis-
covery problem) should be studied and incorporated into the reward functions of
the exploration algorithm as a matter of course, so that when this information is
provided by real sensors the paths planned still reflect the best series of actions for
localising survivors.

2. We have already indicated in Section 6.2.2 above that the distribution of compu-
tation between different UAVs is important for the performance of the exploration
algorithm. In addition, considerations must be made of the limitations of compu-
tational power available to different airframes, and how this will affect the speed
of generation of plans. Some work in this field has been carried out insofar as
deploying a max-sum task allocation algorithm on two platforms (Delle Fave et al.,
2012b), with promising results. Further work should compare typical UAVs em-
ployed in disaster response and examine the available computational power, which
may not represent the entire processing power of a UAV if flight systems require
substantial input from a CPU controller. Indeed, in order to ensure widespread
applicability on a variety of devices with varying computing power, it may be
prudent to develop simpler (sub-optimal) algorithms—ideally that interact with
the algorithms we have introduced—for use on simpler UAVs.

3. In deploying the exploration algorithm on UAV platforms it would be beneficial
to use a versatile set of programming languages and APIs that are suitable for
heterogenous platforms. In our combined mechanism description we alluded to the
open source Robot Operating System (ROS) package (Section 3.3) as an example of
such a software framework. Once the exploration and task allocation algorithms are
implemented in such a way the only obstacle to deployment is designing an interface
between ROS and the onboard flight-control software on the UAVs themselves.
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4. Regarding logistical considerations of a test on real airframes, a suitable area would
need to be identified that was either capable of simulating the large spatial extent
of a genuine search space, or a to-scale location would need to be found. Although
some work has been done (Delle Fave et al., 2012a), the latter option remains
difficult due to restrictions on UAV flights by national aviation authorities—at
least in the United Kingdom (Civil Aviation Authority, 2016)—and by the limited
performance of cheap testable airframes (see below). Consequently the sensing
capabilities and sources of mobile phone signals used in our environmental model
would need to be scaled either post-signal reception or artificially at a hardware
level to compensate for the comparatively smaller ranges between UAVs and the
signal sources being detected.

5. Finally, the platforms on which to deploy the algorithm must be decided on. This
decision would most likely focus on the practicality of obtaining sufficient UAVs
to run a compelling test, while also requiring a minimum performance standard
to ensure adequate flight time and movement capabilities. For initial testing, a
rotorcraft like the DJI Spreading Wings (described in Figure 1.1) would be most
suitable, since rotorcraft are necessarily more agile than fixed-wing drones and
thus require fewer constraints on path-planning arising from performance limits.
Ultimately, the algorithms should be deployed on as many platforms as practical
since there can be no guarantee that the vehicles available in any given disaster
will conform to a narrow selection of test UAVs.

Unmanned aerial vehicles are being used increasingly often in the aftermath of disasters,
and the demand for further exploitation of their capabilities is high (Baehr, 2015; Meas-
ure, 2015; OCHA, 2014). The logical progression of these deployments is a move towards
vehicles that operate partially or entirely autonomously from human pilots; and with con-
tinued investment and research in this field, such deployments could conceivably become
commonplace within a few years.
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